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Finger-prints. 
1n+roduc~ion.-
The pm·pose of this investigation is ~o ascertain : 
whet:he·· or not the !lattcrns found dm +he tips flf the fingers 
are inherited and, if so, to what extent. Jn studying tho 
question of inhe ri ta.nce as applied tn fine;er-print,. rat tet"ns 
of +he parents will be compared wi+h +hose of their 
children;those of brothA ·s and sisters will be considered as 
well as the p•·int.s of +•.vins. In addi+ion +o seeking frat·ernal 
resemblances the patterns will be studied in their relation 
t.o.the Mendelian law of Heredit:y,-whe+her in a given 
generation some patterns ·are don:n:inant while o~hers are re-
cessive. 
The subject. matter of +his paper consists loe;ically 
of three main divisions:-Part oue has t.o deal with a brief 
consideration of finger-p:•in+s with particular reference t.o 
the various classes of patterns , ridge countinG and +racing, 
methods of identifica+ion,uses etc,.The second par~ +reatE of 
t.ho best.- methods of indexing and ca+aiwg\l!ng~- finger-prints 
when dealing wi +h a large collec+ion,while +he last ra1·t is 
conceHnod wit:h t:}1e inheri+at~ce of +he pa++erns. 
HISTORY and ! .. I Tl<~RATHR~:-
The £ur.rl ('l~rtten+ dn'""ine pas+ times 
of fincer ~~·.in~s :ux:ong various nations is discnssed in the 
wri t:ings of Sir F··ancis Gal ton, whn found the si[nificance 
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attached to their use to have been partly surers+lti6us 
and par~ly ceremonial, The existence of the super-
st.itious basis is easil~r noted in children,the nnedncated, 
and occupies a prominenttpla~o in the witchcraft of 
barba~ians, The cerea:onial significance is shown in t.he 
holding and kissing or the Bible of a modern ~~~ness,in 
the executu.nt of a document placing his finger on the wafer 
and declaring" this to be m~, ac-t:. and deed'! 
2 
'fhe next g~·ade of significance a~tached +o an in:pr'3ssion 
ressembles that which crmmends i+self to <•. i:he·mtnd of a 
hunter ,who is practiced in tracking. He notices whe+her 
a footprint is large:· or small, broad or narrm·r,or othf!rwise 
differs from the average in any special pecul iari t~r; he 
then draws his inferences as +o +he individual who made it· 
Just as,when a chief presses his hand sn:oare~~it.h blood 
or grime upon a clean surface ,a mark is left in some degree 
characteristic of hia:, Such hand prints have been made 
and repeated in man~r semi-civilized nat:ions,and have even 
been impressed in vermilion on their stat.e docnments,as by 
the sovereign of Japan. Though mere smudges ,they serve to 
.. ' 
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individualize the signer to some extent. And according to 
Sir Francis Galton no higher form of finger printing than 
this has ever existed in any barbarous 01· semi-civilized 
nat, ion. The important rigges which give finger prints 
distinctive pntterns were no+: discernible in such ntde prints. 
A good ill us t.ra t ion or the 1 r smal 1 rflal val ne vras 
discovered by Gal+:on in +he transla+ion "of the China 
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society,Part l,lA47, published nt 
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Hong Kong,which contains a paper on " :·Land Tennr~ in China,." 
by T. Meadows Taylor, wi'f:h a deed concerning a sale of land~ 
in facsimile, and its translation; this ends, "~he mother 
and son, t.he sellers, have in +he presence of all the parties~ 
received t-he price of +he land in full, amounting +o sixt~r­
fonr taels•~ and five mace, in perfect dollar-s weighed in scales • 
Tire IMPRBSSJON of t.he FlNGBR of the MO:r'W::R, of +he maiden 
name of Chin." The impression as it appears in +he wood cut 
is roundish in outline, and +herefore was made by the tip of 
·t.he finger and not by t.he bulb. Its surface is somewha~ 
mo'f:tled, but t.h~re is no trace of an~' ridges. 
The native.c.lerks.of.Bongal give.+he name of "Tipsahi," 
t.o the mark impressed by illitera~e persons who, refttf?ine; to 
make eit.heran X or their caste-mark, dip their fine;er into 
~he ink-pot and touch the document.. The t.ipsahi is no+ 
supposed to individualize t.he signer, it is merely a personal 
ceremony perforu.ed in the presence of wi+nesse~. 
Many in:!)ressions are found on ancien+ potter~,, as on 
Roman tiles,;' while the J.,a+in word "paln:at.tts," is said +o 
mean an impression in sof+ cla~,., snch as a mark upon a wall, 
stamped by a blow wi +h the palm. Uail-marks are Hsed orna-
ment.ally by potters of different nations. 
Assyrian bricks as signa+ures. 
They exis ~ on 
The li.Jnropean prac+:i +ioners of paflmis+~y and cheiron:anc~,. 
did not pay particular a~t~ntion to the ridges ~hich make up 
the .patterns of +he prints. A correspondent of +he ~er!can 
Jour-nal " Science,"VIII, 166, states, ~ha+ the Chinese class 
the striae at +he ends of t:he fingers !n+:o,"Pot·s;-" when 
l. 
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arranged in a coil; and into "hooks." ~ey are also regadded 
by the cheiroman~ists in Japan. 
r~ ~ , , 1 _;:.. 
~ome ~etr~~~ in the United 
States, who, laying great s•res" on the possesion of fineer 
prints in wax or dough for wi tchcraf+. p·~rposes, are also said 
to examine their striae. 
A brewer's sign frequently seen in 'mngland is a blood-
red open hand. A similar design of some unt.iquity is said 
to be printed on tambourines and on all kinds of domec~ic 
utensils used in Arabia, it occurs also in Spain, and is sup-
posed to be a sign of good lucie. Fanciful renderings of 
finger p .... int pat'f:erns occur in one or ->-•:10 oJJ Bttddhis+ or ._, · 
Taoist books along with the mythical imp~ir.ts of t.he sacred 
foot of Buddha. These are si~ilar to the sketches con+ained 
in Dr• L. A. Waddell's work on "The Buddhism of '!'ibe+,"p,~92. 
RRC'mllCY ·OF '!'Hm ~·p ING"8R-PR IN'!' SYSTmM.-
In I823 , Purkenje, a Processor of PhysjoJogy and Pat:h-
ology, read before +he University of Breslau a Latin Thesis 
onnfinger impressions, in which he gives nine s~andard types 
' ~nd suggests a system of cl~ssification,but his effo~ts at-
... 
tracted no attention. He only valued the impressions as ~ 
n:OUDG Of know:ng the ridges and furrOITS Of 'the Gkin anaton:i-
(' 
cally. ,LBewick, tho reviver of wood-printing in England, 
appears to have been struck with the delicacy of the 
,.. lineations, for he made eng··avings of a couple of hjs fingers, 
which he used as designs for his illusi"-:-ated works. Ac-
cording to Galtop ,'!'abo,. of San Fransisco sugges+ed +ha'f" a 
sys'f"en: of fingor-prin+ing he used for the r.oeistra+ion of +he 
Chinese, du~1n~/the f:in:e of the Chinese 1n:m1gra'f-1on. 
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Galton and others regard Sir .W.Herschel as the first 
who devised u, 'feasl~lle method for reghlar use, but H.Faulds 
cl ain:s the honor of ht.w ing published the first proposal of the 
. ··, ~ 
method in Natu ·e. Oct.-20, 1880, on"The Skin-furrows of the 
Hand." According to Faulds~Herschel considered +wo fingers 
sufficient, and it is not stated how the records we!"e c0mpared 
and classified. Sir .W.Herschel finding false persona+ion 
prevalent in all the courts int!"oduced +he use of finger 
imp1·essions in +he district of Hooghly, inBengal, as a means 
of fixing iden~i t.;r. He submitted a ~aport +o +he govern-
mont. advocating the ad opt.i on of t-his s~rs -f:en: throughout the 
Province, but it never was acted upon. 
Another good instanee of +he practical use of finge~ 
impres~ions is mentioned by Galton and Faulds:- Mr G.-hompson, 
anAmerican gaol egis t:, !Jlen on Government du t~r in 1 M~2 in the 
wild pa.r!.s of Ne·7 Uo~:ic o, paid ~he mmJ:bO!"S of his party b~r 
order of the camp sut.ler. To guard against forgery he signed 
his name across the impression made by his finger upon the 
order, after first pressing it upon his office pad. In IA83 
"Mark Twain" published his "Life on t:he Mississippi." It 
contains a story of an identifica'f-ion b~r means of a thumb-
print on a system supp0sed t.o be invented by a French prison 
doctor. Four years later Herbert Spencer wro+e an accounL of 
the"Factors of Organic Bvolut.irm.;(Hinet.een+h Cen+ury,Ma;r{,in 
~~. which an attempt. is made to - account for the ridges on the 
skin of the hands. 
In 1888 Sir·. Fruncis. Gal ton -began to stndy finger-prints 
and, af.Ler publishing several articles upon finger-prin._ 
identification and classification in IA92 he published +he 
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results of his resea}·chos under the ·title· ":B'inger-Print s." 
This work ":.together with his book on" Finger-P!"i nt 6lassi-
ficat. ion compris:esall his impo·~tant wri +ings on this snb,j ec t • 
. . . 
lti addi+ion to providing a nomenclature and ~ypes ,suggesting 
a system or.:·classifica 1-ion and examining the charac t.er and 
purpose of the ridges in their physioloe;ical aspect, he dis-
cussed many important features such as:- Persistenc~r of +he 
patterns , Inheritance,. Influences· of Temperament and Race. 
Although his s:tstem of classification is not very. practical, 
his works ;".i1through his consideration of the sttb,iect from so 
many view-points, Are the most valuable known<~ and are most· 
helpful~ to the student. 
. .. 
In 1889-90'Faulds attempted to· interest: Scotland Yard in 
'' ·- 'J 'J ~ identification b~r the ffger-print method , but the~r thought the 
syst,em :·oo complex. In 1A94 ·" ·i~~~i{ Twain" in his " Pudd 'n-
' ' ' he.ad Wilson" made the method clea.rer and interesting and aided 
.. 
much towards its final acceptance. ln t.he same :re:;.r Mr. 
Asquith's Committee published a Blue Book on the "ldentificatifln 
of Habi 'tual Criminals." 'J'heir conclnsf\ons concerning 
finger-prints were very vague and indefinite. During ._his 
year the system was adapted in Bengal, and was confused with 
the Bertillon system of bodily measuremen+s. In 1897 Lord 
Belper's 6ommittee recommended its official adoption in 
England, and in I 902 the finger-print system became established 
as the official method o6 criminal identification. 
In India the empl o~rment of the new s~rstem has not been 
confined to the Police Departmen+., but has been introduced 
into all branches of public business, such as Banks, inthe 
Opium Department , Army etc, • 
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In 1899 Sir.~.H~nenry read a paper before +he British 
Association Meeting, Dover, on "Fing~r Prints and ~he Detec+ion 
of Crime in India." A year ln+e~ he published a book en+itled 
"Classification and Uses of Finger Prints,"· in which ·besides 
providing types, he suggested a sysi:em of indexing by-which 
it is possible to classify. any DH!!!ber of p;oints. In a col-
lection of say fifty t.hnusand p'!'"ints, by the use of this method 
it is possible to find a. given impression in three or fom· 
minutes. lh value this ~ork ranks second to th~+ of Galton's~ 
and as far- as. practical vse is concerned, it. is much more 
important, for Galton dealt '71th +he subJect an+hro!1nlog'!.cally 
and his system of indexing is too cr'IJ:plex ·fo,.. p..-ac+ical nse. 
The first edi+ion of Hom·~r's vro1·k was published at the request 
of the Governmen +. of India, and :ta +e1· +hree more for +he Home 
; I 
Department. In I910 !'.1r;P.A.Brayley ·p-ublished-~ work "Ar-
rangement of Finger P1·ints, ldentifica+.ion, and '!'heir Uses For 
', I 
- I .. . . 
Police Departments, Prisons,Banks, Lawyers, Secret. Soci+iescetc. 
' 
This work is exac+ly similar t6 ~ha~ of Henry's and hy some it 
is believed ~o be a copy. 
Since the publicatiori or ~he fi~sL edi~ion of Henry's 
wo·~, hls system has been ad6p+ed aJl over the world. In 
South Africa besides being used for Police rnrposes it is 
utilisr3d for the regist~ation nf Sou+h Af,..ican na+ives b~r the 
Labour Pass Off. ice and of the Chinese by the Fore len Lab om,. 
Departmen+ of the Transvaal Admins+ra+ion, which in I90B had a 
collection of so,ooo sets. The system has been introduced in-
to Ireland, Canada?, and in most all of the large ci+ies of 
the United States. At Pemberton Square, Bos+on there is a 
central bureau for Massachuse+ts under +he direction of 
Mr Gustaverson. The system of finger-prin~ classification 
! I 
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in use here is Henry 's with slight modifications. 
In all of the lRo~4ce Departmen~s of the large citi~s 
th~ method of identification consists of two distinct phases;-
the first process comprises +he taking of the finger im-
$1 pressions and ~he classifying of them, while the second part 
consists of takinG bod il;r measurements according to the Bert-
illon system ,the data obtained being printed on the back of 
the card containing the finger-p~ints together with all the 
facts knovrn of tho prisonn~r. The name of Bertillon is 
popnla1'ly confused with the finger-print method, the blunder 
arising fr"om ~he adoption of a combination of tho two methods 
and , partly from the fac +; t:ha ~ +he t.wo me th ''d s of personal 
identification were pr-oposed and expmmded w1 +bin a year of 
. ' 
·, 
each other.; Bertillon's system consists wholly of bodil;o;r • 
measurements. In considaring +be respgctive ·meri~s of the f~o 
systems , that of identification by +he· finge~-prin+ me~h0d 
I • 
is fal' superior to Bertillon's Anthropometric system for man~r 
reasons, but the two sys tams are usttal 1 y cmr.bined for practtcal 
use • 
APPARATUS USBD and METHODS of TAKIUGZ •PR-lNms.,.-
. The appliances which lwe use are esentiall" the same as 
those in use at Pemberton Square consisting of:- a printer's 
roller about six inches in length and an inch and a quarter in 
diameter, a quarter pound tube of ordinary printer's ink, 
ordinary white glazed paper, a glass pla-te about nine inches 
in leng+h and six wide, a pointe"" consisting of a penholder 
handel '\Vith a ne•3dle let in a• one end for T·idge count:ing, 
a reading glass four inches in diameter and a small lens of 
real it i vel :r high power, a can:e_ru · 1 uc ida ··ii th an enlargint; 
apparatus for +aldng onla"r"ged ·viows ,and gasoline. 
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METHODS of TAKING PRINTS. -Imp'~essi ons are 'taken in 
~wo ways , as ~plain~ and as "rolled~ ireptessions. By"rollelJ 
is meant the cylindrical project. ion .. of t.he pa t.tern upon +he 
paper. To ~ake a "r~lled" impression,tJie·:ostd6;::;of;·t11EF'bu:ibrOf the ·:fi~'r-
gor is place~ ~pon the glass plate over which a THIN film of ~he 
printer's ink has been rolled, t.he planA of the nail being at 
right angles ~o the plane of the slab, and +he finger is then 
. . 
+nrned over until the bulb surfacr), which nriginall~r faced to 
the left, now faces +o t.he right, the plane of +he nail being 
again at right angles +o the slat. By this means the ridge 
surface of the finger be tween the nail bonndaries is inked ,and, 
b;r pressing it 1 igh t1 y upon the paper in +he same ·.vay that. i + 
~~s ~re~sed:upon +he inked slab, a clear rolled irepressionodf 
the surface of the finger is secured. The finger must no+ be 
pressed too heavily upon the PAPER, or a blurred irnpression 
will result,' A "plain" impression is secured by placing +he 
bulb of the finger on ... he inl\:ed sl ub and then in: pressing it on 
paper without rolling the finger. Examples of 11 olled in:-
pressions are seen in the top Lwo rows of impressions in Fie.l 
while 6 hose in the bottom layer represent plain impressions. 
To secure good prints .the following details should be observed• 
the glass plate must be kept free from dust, hairs, etc,. It 
should be cleaned each time after usine, and when inked only 
a drop or two. should be applied or t.he impressions will be 
blurred. Before p1'9inting the fingers should be thorouEhly 
cleaned , xylol or gasole.ne being the mostlserviceble and con-
venient. 
Sir,. f~,.Galton refers to t.wo methods of printing, each 
being the complement of the other. The method used in print-
p .... '\ 
r 
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ing from engraved plates, is. to ink ~he whole surface, and 
then to clean the ink from the projecting parts, leaving only 
the spaces<btween the ridges filled wi'-h ink9 the other "r; ·:~ 
method, that used in ordinary prin+.ing, is to ink the pro-
jecting surfacesoonly, leaving the depressed parts clear. 
The latter is the method commonly used and gives+the best re-
sul ts. The right hand of the subj ec + is taken h:r ... he 
opera tor,. and -+:he bulbs of his f ur fingerg laid fJ at on the 
.. 
inked slab and pressed. gen+l;r and fi''"mlY b~r "~-he flattened hand 
of ~he operator. The inked fingers are laid flat up0n +he 
lowerpart. of the right-hand side f the ca::--d ( Fig. I.(/ and 
pressed doVIn fL'"mly, and the inked thumb is placed :i:ti;·~ho 
small square +o the left. Beginning with the thumb each fin-
gar is then rolled upon the inked plate , and the imp~essi6ns 
transferred to the paper in +he upper row. '!'he same is then 
done with the left hand. 
,·, 
M'ITITHODS OF PHOTOCmAPHING AND l=~NJ.,ARGING P'~INTS .-
prints may be made on "transfer-papAr:.:'', and t.hen transferred 
'· 
to stone , this p··ocess being knm1n as "I,i +hograph:·, ~ The 
fingers sho11ld no+: be p1·intod direc~ly npon the stone, as .. he 
print from the stone would be reversed ~s.comparod with the 
Qriginal !repression. 
~~ ' 
fingers on tho +ransfer-paper.. If it is desirable to obtain 
a large number.of impressions of a person, lit.hograpt.lyis 
easier, quicke:-, and cheaper than photog·raph~.r. 
WAT'ITIR COLOURS AJJD DYms • .:. The pads llSttally nsed• wi+h 
office s +-areps aro n:ade of p"epared gel at: fne, cove'·ed wi "~-h J: 
.. 
fine silk, and sa+urated 71th aniline dye. If tho s11rface be 
touched, the fineer is inked and a good pl·in+ rr.ay be rr.ade, but 
l . 
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there is much liability to bltt. The ~ad remains ready for 
use during many days without attentinn, freshii;nk being added 
at long intervals~ The advantage of a dye OVt3r ordinary '.'Ta tel"" 
colors is, that it percolates the silk without any of its color 
being kepi: back; while a solution of lampblack a Indian ink 
,consisting of particles o:t' soot S1.tpended in water, leaves 
all its black particles behind when it is carefully filtered; 
only clear water then passes ·through. 
A serviceable pad may be nade out of a fe~ thicknesses 
or· cloth or felt with fino s illc or ca.mhricL trre t chad over it. 
The ink should ·be of a slm7 drytPe f;sort, made, of ordinary ink 
with theadmixture of b~own sugar, hone;r, gl!rcerine etc. to 
bring it. to th~ proper cons~stency; 
· .' ·· PRINTING ~~:AS ·;'.I'l:{Ot]GH rp:RQM; :ENGIJ~.VFJ.p~ .PLA'l}ES;:-,-, ,'f:f.Of •: ~· .. :~~peas tor 
lcester's me+hod was as'follows" Take a wa+ery.brushful o:· hvo 
of the paint· and rub it-- over t:he hands, rubbing one hand over 
or against the other until they feel sticky. A 'J'HIN paper 
,- ........ ... 
placed on an oval cushion the shape of +-he hand, should. be 
ready, and the hand pressed no+ too firmly on to it." .This 
. 
is the process of print.i ng from eng'·flv_ings, ... the ink being re-
moved from the ridges, and lying in t.he fucrows. Blood can be 
used in +he sa.me way. 
Gal~on quotes tho following ex4-rac+. frorn an article bv 
' . 
Dr. L. Robins on in -t-he Nll'l'B~~ENTH C~N,URY, May 189 ;~, p. 303: -
"1 found that d i:rec t p:··ints of the infan+-u~ feet would ans··:er 
. f,',; . 
mnch be4-ter than photogr-aph~r. After tryL1g various methods 1 
found that. ~he best results_conld be got by rJ:eans of a soft 
stencil brush covered with soot , lampblack, soap, syrup ,and 
bl ueohlack ink; ' wiping it gent] y from heel to toe with a s;: r:c() 
'. ! j 
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smoothly-folded silk handerkerchief to remove the snperfl 'l!ous 
. h ·r· j· J • -: .• -
,._. . ~ " ' ~ 
pigment, and then app~yi_ng a modera+ely flexible ~aper, snp-
.v: 
ported o·n a soft. pad, d irec +. to the foo+ .• " 
SHO}{l<l PRINTING.- A method·9f obt~fning a ·very clear 
impJ·ession is by th~· smoked c~riinder method, which consists of 
.stnolcing a piece of highly gla?.ed paper and. therr'· pc·.essing. +he 
. . 
fingers upon it , and then passing:. the paper thrmi gh a sol-
., .. ;~ 
ut.ion of shellac mixed with alocohnl, and -then drying •. :'This 
is t.ho method. commonl~r used inthe- Ph;,rsiological laboratory iri 
ob-taining tracinc;s 0f blood-p•·essure, _respi·a+o!"y cnrves·e+.c,~ 
Fig. 2 is a good example of f.inger-prin+s ~aken b~r the smoked 
paper method. 
-O~he~ methods of smoke prin£1ng are well illustra+~d in' 
the use of :crockery , glass, or m.etal plates, of which +he fj 
first is the most. prac+ible, alt.houghPpofessor Bowditch found 
mica +o be very serviceable~- By this n:e+hod +he plates are 
.. . . 
smoke,} so as +o obtain a UNJFOHM layer of soot. ln a] r·:·:of the 
above methods of smoke~.:~-pl·inting the soot: comes bfif on the 
places touched by the fingers leaving o fine l'lBGATIVTi1 im-
pression. 
-. 
CASTS1~- 'f-hese give the mos ... , .. ~~:~~~-a:e"'tro~'Y;ep··esen ... a""ion, 
of the ridges, buf: owing +o ... he variation of the heigh+s-of 
·-
'f;he ridges which are shown t:oo plainly' they are ·ver~r d i~-
ficult too examine. 
they are of a uniform colOI"- , _the finer 1 ines are onl:r seen in 
' 
a pa.r+icnlct:c· ligh-t. A sealing wax irr:pression is the best 
and 1, simp1est kind of _cast. A pool of blazing srmli·ng-
wax is n:ade, .stirring cons+an ... ly~all +he while •.. '!'he flan:e is 
then extinguished, ad after a shor~ inte~al tho wax bee mes 
cool enough fo·· +he finger to press it. withou·t: discomfr.f.t;. 
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Blood as·a rule gives poor i~pressions, us minute c]0+s 
block up the furrows, but watery hl ood some t ir.ces gives e~:cel ~; 
'lent ones. .J ... is incor··oct to state that "sweat "causes 
I , 
the impl~essions or smudges on glass, metal etc,. SWBA'J'~ 
is a watery liquid which ovaporutes quickly, and leo.ves no 
i•esidue hnt a 1 i ttlo rml ino material. Mr.· J. Ghu.nnAll ro f-
ferred to the unsatisfactor~r character of a smudge vrhich or-
iginates from sweat. Often, however, +he finger may be ~reasy 
f1·om oily· sebaceous n:a+ter , ·.vhich exndes fron: +he po14 es of .the 
skin, and t:nis ·leaves f:tne trace~ on glass, japmmed ware, and 
polished rr:e tal , snch as a wa teh cr!rs t;l.] etc, • . The sweat 
glands, or perspi ra tonr due·t.s lie deep 7li thin the· skin, or 
cutaneous sstritcture ,v.~hile the sebaceous glands occttpY, a .dif-
feren+ position. · If sweat would leave onlyimp~ession at all 
it would onl~r be fo!• t;he t.in:e being, and i+ r.ronld 1 be,but in-
dint :i.nct. 
COLOUHlc1D SV.I'MA"r, and CHElHICA.L SMUDG'ElS :- In a certain ci 
disorder , the naree of whi~h is CHROHIDROSIS, t.he sweat ,1(-n 
coloured, and in some hysterical cases. a blackish ooze is 
fonnd. There is also a c:la.ss of cases in which the col cur-
ing mutter is derived from copper, iron e~c,. In +-he case 
of the copper. the sweat is of a bluish colour. A red sweat 
has boen observed in ~·he . case of 1 ock-j aw. 
OBSCURE AHD HIDD'J;.:J'T P1111T':'s.- Pinge!"p·--int:s on glass, 1 ight. 
woodwork, metal, and polished sur:'aces are usnal J;f very easily 
made out. P~·ints on dark surfaces cun be dected in a various 
numbei4 of ways:- 0. Cromwell, Fa:ulds and Se~mour recon:n:end 
\I ) 
' 
I 
1\. 
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the use of a powde!· commonly knovm as " Chemist's Grey Powder". 
~his is a whitish c ~posi~ion consisting of white oxide of 
mercury and chalk. 'rhis powder is applied in a ligh+: uniforn: 
layer where ever p-·int:s are thought to be and , if present, 
will be brought out clearly. A method commonly used by 
-. 
deetec+ives in securing the prints of a suspected persons 
without +heir knowJledge, is +o take an ordinary bo+tle, 
clean the ou+side of i+ +horonr;hJ.·y, and then +o hand i+ to 
the person • After he has taken it a mor-e or less cornpJe+e 
set of prin+s ·7!1] be lef+: upon +he bot.tle ~'rhic£1 · cnn be dev-
eloped <~.twLth ~ha~·.!!h:fut;e powder. In pJace of +he white powder 
J 
magnesia carbonate may be used. Faulds also uses a weak 
solution of iron perchloride to bring out. )repressions left 
hy tea, gallic acid etc,. He also found that , if a stain 
is made b;· a solutjon of iron perchlo'~iao i + is l!i·oue-h+. ()t.tt 
mm·ks hnve been n:ade on pure1· un<'l leayo htt4 - nn indir.~·inc"'- i:na.g:e 
distinct by applying a light layer of ordinary wri+ing ink. 
The ink leaves the 6~eusy lines alone and sta5ns the untouched 
pluces where -t:he furrows of +he pu.t-+ern were. The J~esul + is 
a nega+.ive:Hmpression, in "1,7hich the ~31lfl"~rd "-.[ of the ritlces u.r-
If a very small qn?-n+ i .O:!T of c-r-esote is added to the ink much 
better results reay be obtained. Varnish which is nearly set 
gives a very eood impression in relief. 
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' The best methods· · f.dr ;obta tnlng t_ resul.ts'" · tni :a~ the photo-
graphing of prints m·e secur·ed bv using f;}OTT plates a,nd making 
a long exposure. To pho ... ograph prints on wood t:he camera is 
p1nced in such a pos'i tion that the right. shado·r will be· +h1·own 
on t.he J ens. On glass the white rowde1· is dns ~ed on and a 
piece of black pape1· f'Us.,.ed 'Qi:i"c!C o:f·: the · !fLn,gerr.-Prlnt'~. •{!IlJ the 
. ~ ~ . . . ~ . 
case of imprints on glass bottles and turr:bJers, +hey ·a:l'te firs+ 
filled w: th a black o1· darlc red 1 iquid in o'·der +o secm·e the 
necessary contrast. 
by sc '·aping off t:he silver, and then pJ acing a bJ n,ck shee + 
Vlh13ll prints are on t:he buck or sn:oo+h side nf cor-
rngated gTass, the reflec+ions are removed by filling +he nn-
. . . . 
evon surface wt•h black prin+ini ifik. In the case ·:There the 
ridges we:·e irr:p,.essed heavily on a candle , the impression is 
fi::ost. covered with.printing ink, the sup.erfhwns ink then re-
moved until it only lies in the fnrrows. 
blood or dark iiY:pressions on a li.ght surface are photog:--:tp~ed 
as if black on a ':;hi +e g;·mmd. P1·in+s can he enlareed +o,.almo-st 
n.ny diamet.er desi1·ed b: .. special enla~gine came1·nR ... To enlarge. 
p:~iuts by hand Gal ... on usod the cumoru 1 ucidu to ob ... :.t~n the 
best i'"esul ts. 
R lDGES , .. ·-TH14JIR ORIGIN, PERSJ ST'm:tWBY and URBS. -'!'he palmar 
sm•face of the hands and the soles· of the feet both in man 
. 
and monkeys; are covered wi t.h extreme irui mtnute:l.r:Jdgps • These 
form systems which are more or less· definite in appea.l·u.nce .On 
the back or crest of each ridge are sweat po re~ which 0pen 
~ere and there through out the entire length of· ·the 1·idgo. · 
I: 
t 
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There are pores where there are no ridgi3f;, bu.t rnos t (if the 
ridges are punctured with pore-holes. Each ri~g~ is chu~uctoL 
ized by numerous GmaJ.J. peculic.:.rities, cnJJed 11HTIJTIA-m, here 
' 
divided into twn, and- the;e~-un'lttng·viith, another~i:~or?.·U:-~may olv¥W 
and reMnkte, enclosing u small circular or .elliptical space: 
or the ridge may be so short as to form a small island. 
Whenever an. interspace is left between the bounda!"'ies of 
different syst~ms of ridges, it is filled by a small system of 
it's own, which will have some characteristic shape, and is 
cal 1 ed a ~PA~1 T'ER:bT'; These are ill us •-ra ted b~, the s~ts+ems found 
on the tips of_the fingers in Fig. 111, A and B. 
Thera are +hree well~marked systems of ridges in +he palm 
of the hand marked in Pig. 111-A- as T H, AB, and BC. ':'H 
is that which runs over the ball of t.he thumb ~nd ad~acent. 
parts of the. palm. 1t·is bounded by +he 
: .' : i :: !", I. 
from the middle of the ralm closo to the wrist, and swer.,rs ''!'~l 
··., ,! 
round the ball of th~ th~mb to +he edge of th~ palm on +he 
side of the thumb, which it '~·f6'a~~!'S about half an inch, 
more or 1 ess, bel ow the base of the fhrel:.f·ingor. The system 
. ·. . 
.A,.B is bounded tcnHrdr; the thrunb by the J ine ~ , and •mvard the 
lit:tle finger by the line Jl; the Ja+ter st~rts fr·om about 
the middle. of the little-finger sido of the palm, and emergos 
on the opposite ~ide just below the fore-finger. Therefore 
every 1·idge that wholly crosses the palm 1 s found in t!-1 e · "ttl!: .. ~:~. 
'tne sy.c't:.em 
AB. The system BC is bounded by the line b on t.he ~hurnbside, 
until that line arrives at a point jus~ below the axis of +he 
fore-finge~; then the boundary BC leaves +he line h, and skirs 
c ~ 
the base of the fore-finger until it reaches the interval which 
'I 
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separates the fore and middle fingers. The upper boundary 
of BC is the lim~~, i1hich leaves the lit.t.le-finger side of 
-
the palm at a small distance below the base of the littlefinge,.. 
and terminates between the fore and middle fingers. Other 
sys~ems are found between c and ~he middle, ring, and little 
-
fingers;· they are soit:ewha t more valuabl a. 
Often a small and independen~ sts+em occurs in the middle 
of on11 or other of the s~rs tems AB, or BC, at the place where 
the space covered by the s~rs tams of ridges beginj +o b;ooaden 
out. rapidly. The small independent syst:ems which appaar on 
the bulbs of the tht~b and finger~ are much more dnfinite in 
position and complex in lineaLion. 
The three chief che i roman+ ic creases are made:-
1-By the' fle)~ure of the thumb. 
2- " " " " " " four fingers slnml taneousJ;,r. 
3- " " " " " " middle, ring and little fingers simult-
aneousl ~', while the fore-finger remains ext:ended. 'Phere is nn 
exact accordance between the courses of the creases and ~hose 
of the adjacent ridges, less still do the fonner uere1=! vdth 
the boundaries of the systems. The accordance is closest be-
+-ween the the c~euse -1- and ~he ~idges in TII; but +-ha+ crease 
.. 
does not agree with the line a, ·usually considerably wi+hin 
it:. The crease-2- cuts the ridges on either side, at. an angle 
The crease -3- is usually parallel 
to the ridges between which it Y"uns, but it. is often far from 
agreeing 1vi th the 1 ine _c/. The c~eases at the various join~s 
of the thull!b cu+. t.he 14 idges at small angles, perhraps of 
fifteen degrees. 
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Thus although the courses of the~. ridge-s are not wh, lly 
d$termined by tie flexures, it: appears that the courses of the 
.ridges and those of ~he 1 ines of flexure may be in par+: due to 
the same causes. The creases in the hand of a newl~r-born 
child are merely due to the c;~nn:pled condition of the infant's 
hand before birth. Print~ of cr~ases in ~he same hand +hru 
different periods show a general accordance in respect. to 
the creases, but: no+ close enongh for iden+ ifica +.ion. '!'he 
ridges on +be feet and toes are less complex than those on 
~he hands and digits. 
D'mVBLOPEMBU'T' of the RIDGES.- The ridges are first dis-
cernible in the four+:h month of foe~al li~e, and are fully 
formed by the sixth. In babies and children the delicacy of 
f 
the ridges are proportionate to the smallness of their sta~v~e. 
They grow simultaneously with the growth of the body, and 
continue to be sharply defined until old age has set in, when 
the beginning disintergration ·or the ~exture of the skin spoils 
them. They de vel ope most. in hands ~ha + do a mod era t.e amount 
of work, and they are strongly developed in the foot. 
They are but faintly developed in the hands of ;·1~ies and 
idiots. '\;/hen t.he skin becon:es +h in, the ridee s snbs ide in 
height.. They may be obliterated by the callosi~ies for~ed in 
mannal 1 abour. The ridges on the side of tl1e left; fore-finger 
of tailors are often destroyed by the needle. Injuries, when 
. . 
they are sufficientl:r sevo1·a to leave permanent- scars, destro~r 
the ridges t.o that extent. If a piece of flesh is sliced off 
or if an ulcer has eaten so deeply as to obliterate the per-
spira+-ory glands, a ~1it-e cicatrix, without pores or ridges, 
is the result. Lesser injuries are not pern:ammt.. A deep 
clean cut leaves a. permanent. , thin ma'~k across the ridces, 
I; 
. ' \. ~ 
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some t. imes without any accompan;ring puckering, but 'there is 
often a displacement of the ridges on both sides of it A cut 
or other injury tha+. is no+ a clean incision, leaves a scar 
with puckerings 6n all sides of it, making the ridges un-
decipherable or obliterating them. 
In D.r. H.KI.aatsoh's investigat:ions on .,he evolution of 
the ridges, he .shows that the earlies-t appearance in the 
Mammalia;_ of s+.ructures analagous +o ···idges, is one in ;vhich 
small eminences occur. on the ball of the foot, t:h·,·ough which 
the sw.!~t gl~nds issue. in no particHlar order. The arrange-
ment. of the papillae into rows, and +he or-derl~r arrane;ement of 
... 
the sweat-glands, is a subsequent stage in evolution. The 
prehensile tail of the "Howling Monkey ~ serves as a fifth 
hand, and the_ n~\.ked concave pu.rt of the_ tail, with· which it 
grasps the boughs, is furnished wi t:h ·ridges arrang•">.d trans-
. ' ' . 
... 
versely in a bean+iful order. 
ORIGIN' OF nincms· .~· · In regard to the origin of ridees 
Hrebert Spen~er· in his article " ON +he Fac+ors of Organic 
. . 
mvolution " in +he JN£~T~~8~N:r-Ug¥ ... ~1ay, 18811- endeavou1'7s •o 
explain +:hem. He says:- "Continuous pressure on any por+ion 
of the surface causes a bsorp~ ion, wh n e int-ernri +tent. p··e ssure 
causes growth: the one irepeding circnla~1on and the passage 
of plasma from the capillaries into the +.issues, and +he o+:her 
aiding both . .There are yet further mechanically produced 
effects. That the genet .. al charact;e r of +h.e ribbed skin on the 
under sm·faces of t.he fee-t and t:he inside of the hands is in-
directly due t.o friction and inte1·mi +tent.,pressure Vl.(lnb~ye 
proofs; first, that the p}~9~~ most exposed to rough usage are 
[.:l-0".7+11: 
the most ribbed; second, that the insides of hands subject to 
rough usage, as t.hose of sailors are st.rongl;r ribbed all over; 
, 
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and third, that in hands ''ilhich al'·e very li+tla usod the parts 
comrr:onl:r ribbed become qui+e srtoo+h." 
According to Sir.F.Gal+on the uses of the ridgea ~re 
primarily to raise the mouths of the duuts. , so .that the ex-
cretions which they pou~ out may be more easily be got rid of; 
and secondarily to AID the sense of +.ouch. The!r are said to 
be moulded upon the subcutaneous papillae in such ?.. way that 
tte 1G t; in::a+.e organs o! touch\;. the PACI1HA1T BODIBS-/ otc, are 
more closely congregated under the bases of the ridges than 
under the furrows. The ridges mnst concentrate pressure that 
would otherwise be sp1·ead. over the surface gene1·ally, upon the 
parts which are most richly supplied w·it:h the terminations of 
ne1·ves. By their·.means it would become possible to neutralize 
the otherrriso dulling effect of a thick protec+ivo epidermis.· 
,·, 
If the ultimate organs of the,~ens~ ef,+ouch are really 
' 
. congr~Jgated more t:hickly 1mder the ridt.:;es. than und~r- ._he .fur1·.o 
rows, the p()wer of tactile discrimination would ae'peud' :v,~ry 
much on the closeness of the ridges. Gal+on and 'J'itchner 
proved that the finsness or coarseness of the ridges in dif-
ferent persons had no effect whateve~ on the aelicacy of the 
tactile dis6rimination. The ridges may snbserve ano+her pur~ 
pose in the act of touch, namely, that of enabling the chara-
cters of surfaces to be perceived by t.he act of rubbing them 
with the fingers, lm t there m·e no pure 0Vli1R-'J'ONBS of touch. 
In whatever way f:hey originally began·,... .. ·. · ... .J the ridges seem 
now to serve a useful function in enabling the hand to grasp 
objects firmly without slipping. 
PmRSIST'ffiNCY OF RIDGEs.- The evidence that the minu~~iae 
pe~·sist throughout 1 ife is derived from +he comparison of 
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various duplicate impressions, one of_ each pair having been 
. 
made many years ago, the other recently. Galton studied the 
digits of fifteen persons in this wa~r, and in fact Gal ton is 
practically the only one who has studied the question of 
persistence, and given any valuable data. 
The pattern in every distinct finger print. even +hough 
.it be only a dabbed impression, contains on a rough average 
thirty-five points of reference, in addi+jon +o i+s general 
peculiari-!:ies of outlino and core. They consist of forkings, 
boginnings or ends of ridges, islands and enclosures. 
Ga;l+pn~plaoedr:the'"enla ·ged prints ~ide by side' and then 
found t.wo or three conspicuous and ~.convenient -points of re-
' ' 
ference, whether islands, enc·l osure s or . .J is+ t nc't bif11rca t ions, 
and then identified and mark~dftllem.F,lna.li:tY;the;;post:tlon o;f<:1the 
prints were readjust.ad, so that they s.h~lt_lgbe oriAnted exactly 
i. . I \ } 1 -• 
alike. From _each point of reference, in snccession, the 
·,J-ines of the ridges are t.hen foJ lowed wi fh a fine pane il, in 
the· two prints alternately, marking each new point of com-
parison wlth a numeral. An exact correspondence is of se~ 
condary importance when comparing the details of two minutiae. 
The most common point of reference is a bifurcation. Now 
and then the neck or point of- divergence is a little low, 
and sometimes fails to take the ink, so a new ridge may appear 
in one of the ~rints to have an independent origin, and in 
the other to be ~ branch~ The apparent oriein is thus of 
small importance, the main fact is that a new ridge comes in-
to existence a~ a particular poin+. Also, an apparent]~' 
broken ridge may be in ~eal i ty due to an in:perfec+l ~' printe,d 
enclosure. Disin~ergration in old age often renders +he 
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impressions of the ridges ragged and b~oken. Ague in the 
cold or algid stage also +:ends f:o produce a somewhat similar· 
effect. In the affection .called R'8YNATTD'S .. Disease the finger-
tip~: become bloodless, cold, .feel ingless, .and leaden blue or 
white. ; The prick of a .needle. will ne i thor cause pain nor draw 
blood. Such diseases as ;typhoid.and scarlet fever may have 
some effect in inducing alterat.ions, but lit.t.Je is ,ret knm7n 
u.; s t,o their effect on the, pnt~·e1·ns. 
Altogether .~alton . published the ·prints· of ,eleven complete 
couplets with three hundred and eighty ,nine ··point;s of ,reference 
of"which onl~r one point failed • i. The prints cover inte '·val s 
from childhood to manhood. As there is no sign of chango. 
during any one of ~these four inter·val s, which together a;Imos t 
wholl~r cover the ordinary life ·of man, so ·Galton infer:s 'that 
between birth and death there is absoltttel~r no change in say 
n99 out of 700 of the numerous ·· characteristi~s ·in the mark-
ings of the fingers of the sl~e person. 
any chance after deat~1 up to. the time when ,the skin perishes 
through decomposition. There appears +o be no. external, bodily 
characteristics, other than deep scars and. tattoo marks,co~r­
\. 
. . 
parable i.:U their persist~nce to the so ma~kings, ~hether they 
appear on the finger, on the other parts of the palmar.surface_ 
of the hand, or on the sole of the foot. The total number of 
points suitable for comparison on the ~wo hands is not less 
than 1000 and neare~ to 2000. 
' J '. 
Galton emphasizes the fact that 1 +. is in . the ~HNUT lAm 
and not in the measured dimensions of am,r portion of the pat-
tern that this persistence is observed. Tht3 pattern grm·m 
simnlt,aneonsly with the finger, and its propor-:-.ions vary with. 
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its fatness, leaness etc., but the number. of ridges, their en:-
branchments, and other minutiae remain unch~nEed. 
PROBATIVE SlGlHFlC.i.l!Clil OF li1XIST'B1TCB UT 'PW~. FlNG'P.R PRINTS 
OF DlSTlNC'J'l~ SIMILARITIES AnD 'J'lmlR li]"TlD'TiJNTIAL VAVJE.-
The problem in using finger prints as a means for personal 
identification· according to Gal~on is this:-~ given two 
finger prints, which are alike in their minutiae, what is the 
chance that they were reade by different persons? " 
The first. attempt at comparing two finger prints would be 
directed to a rough gener:al exH.rr.ination of their respec+ive 
pat+erns. .If they do not agree in being arches, loops, or. 
whorls, there can be no doubt that the prints are those of 
different finger~, nor is· there any doubt when there are dis-
tinct forms of the same general class. But even the agree-
., ' 
ment in these respects goes. but H short W<J.Yf· ·in establishing 
identity. 
Galton's first attempt nas to sort the prints of 1000 
thumbs into groups +,hat differed each from the rest by an 
equally discernible interval. While on the whole the a +tempt 
was not successful, it shmved that nearly all the collection 
could be sorted into 100 groups,. in each of which the p!·ints 
had a fairly near resemblance. In addition, 12 or 15 of the 
groups referred to different vari+:ies of the loop; and as two-
thirds of all the prini;s are loops, two-thirds of the 1000 
specimens fell into 12 or 15. groups, showing that on the 
average that no great reliance should be placed on a general 
resemblance in the appearance of two finger prints as a proof 
that they were made by the same finge!" •. 
Gal ton studied the qnest.ion by three main n:ethods.-
T. The first set of tests were made upon photographic 
"iP"'· =-~~=-~=~~---· ----------
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enlargements of various thumbs to double their natural size • 
' . . .. - .. 
A six ridged-interval square of paper was clamped and luid at 
random on the pl'·int, the core of the pattern, hsib~lngotoo;;;com-
plex for the average test, being alone avoided. Then a sheet 
;f~ of tracingpaper-called No.1- was laid over all, arid the n:argin 
of the square patch was traced upon it, together wi+h the 
course of t.he surrounding ridges up to that margin 
• 
Then 
Galton inte~polated what seemed to be the most likely course of 
those ridges which were hidden by the square. Number I was ... 
then removed, and a second shea t was laid :·~on, and the margin 
of the patch was outlined upon it as before thgether with the 
ridges leading up to it. A corner onl "' of No.2 was then . ~ 
raised, the squa~e patch taken away from unde1·neath, the cor-
ner replaced, and the actual conrses of the ridges within the 
already ma~ked outline were traced in. The re·sul t.s of com-
paring the two are given in the followin table:-
Six-Fold 
Double En- Scale Twenty-Fold 
Result largements with Scale with Total Prisms ChE!quor~ivork;~ 
I 
Right 12 8 7 27 
Wrong 20 12 16 48 
--
Totul ,32 20 23 75 
-
Interpolation of Ridges in a Six Interval System 
11. In the second method the tracing pup3-s ·were discardej 
and the prism of a camera lucida used. 1 t threw an:i.image 
three times the size of the photo enlargement;, ttpon a card, and 
25 
there it was traced. Here the same gene~al principle was 
adop+;ed as in t.he first case, but the results being on a larger 
scale, were more satisfactory. They are given in the second 
column of the table. 
111 A third attempt was n:ade by a different method, upon 
• 
the 1 ineations of a finger p1·int: drawn on about a twen~y-fold 
scale. The aim was to construct the entire fine;er print by 
two successive and independent acts of in~e1·polation. A sheet. 
of transparent tracing.:.paper was ruled into six-ride;ed-in+ervu.J 
sqwu·e s, ;:.i.nd eve:~y one of its alternate squares was rendered 
opaque by pasting white paper upon i+-. When the cheqner-work 
was laid upon the print, exactly one-half of t.he six-ridged-in-
terval squares were masked by the opaque squares, while the. 
ridges running up t:o them could be seen. When i:he chequer-
work was moved parallel t.o itself, i:h1·u the space of, one 
squai·e, whet:her upwards or, dcw·m·rards, cc to 4-he right. or .left, 
the parts that were previously masked became visible. 'T'he 
object was to inte~polate the ridges in every opaque iquare 
under one of these conditions, and finall~:, by corrbining the 
results, to obtain a cou:pl e te scheme of the ridges \'7holl ~' by ·: 
interpolatior-, "'he results are indicfl.t.ed in the third column 
of the tub1 e. 
":'he three n:othods give roughly oic:ilar results, and tho 
ratio of their ~totals, 27--75 or 1--3, represent the chance . 
• } that the· reconst1·uc+.ion of' an:r six-ridged interval squal"O would 
be cor14 ect under the t;ivon conditions.· 
Whon the reconstructed squures were w:1 one;, they had none 
the Jess a natural appearance, especially seen in the method 
""he ridges rarel~r run~:~nevenly flowing lines 
· but. may be compared to foot-paths in m:broken conntnr. 
i I 
i' \ 
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In comparing finger rwtnts which C'.re nl ikn in ~he iJ' 
general pattern,the proportion of the patterns may differ; one 
may be that of a slender boy, the othe1· that tbf a man whose 
fingers have been broadened b~-i~vork etc,, and only one of these 
f) prints is divisible into an exact number of squares. 
These six-ridged interva1 squares are to be regarded as 
independen+: uni+s, each of which is equally liable to fall in-
to one or other of the t\iO ul ternu ti ve classes, when the sur-
rounding conditions are alone known. .,.,hus the chance of an 
exact correspondence between Lwo different finger prints, :fn 
each of the sqnareA in~o which thev ma~; be d.; vi dAd,· and 'lf'hich 
are about 24 in numbe11 , is at JAuat. asi.;.a-ti~es )~s~rf 24 .... ~_mos 
24 
-2 -, Lha .... ~s as 1--Io,ooo,ooo,ooo. 
Galton next combined the above enormously unfavonrably 
chance·, which he called Jlt, with the other chances of not 
guessing correctly'befo~e-hand the surrounding conditions under 
which A was calculated. These luter are divisible into B and 
I ~ \ 
C; the chance B is that of no.t guessing correctly +he gene-al 
course ~f the ~idges adjacen~ +o ~ach squa~e and C that 
of no+ guQss!ng rightly the number of ridges that enter and 
issue from the square. Thus B might be taken as I-2" for 
two-thirds of al J ~he pa ... te1·ns, or l-24. As to C wit.h which 
A and B have t.o be compounded, Gal t·on gave no obse-rva +,i ous. 
T.et the chance against guessing each and every one of these 
8 data correctly be as 1-250, o~YI-~. 
The result is, that the chan co of 1 ineations, cons truc-t:ed 
by the imagination strittly according to natural forms, which 
shall be found to resemble those of a single finger print in 
~4· .• 4 8 
all their minutiae, is less than I to 2 x·2. ·x~2 or 
' 1 to 64,00o,ooo,ooo. The inference.is,that us t.he nmr:her of 
I 
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the hUlf'<~n r<:l.Ce is reckoned at about T6,000,00(',000, it is a 
smaller chance than 1-4 that the print of a single finger of 
any given person would be exact.ly ·the sarr:e as that of the sume 
finc;er of an~r other n:en:ber·or the human race. 
When t'JO fi:neers of eacl1 of +v.'o persons are con:pared, and 
36 · .. found to have the same minutiae, the improbability of I-2 is 
squared, when three fingers,~he chance :is cubed, etc. 
Henry studied the question from a different viewpoint.-
He made a drawing sireilar to that of Fig.4, and asstmed that 
there were three chances against one of ~he bifurcatinn B 
occnring casually in this particular 
lirr.b of u"s.taple" and a+ thin par•-
ticular point of :it in another ire-
pression selec+ed at random, ~he proba-
1 b iJ 1 ty of such occnrence iR - The 
. 4 • 
degree of probability here assigned 
is not excessive, for there might 
Pig. 4 • 
be no bifurcation,or if so, it might be in some other 
position of the limb. In the same way, the probability of b~.-
1 fnrcations ut D and P, occuring by chance is ~ for each; the 
probubil i ty of a ridge beginning abrup+ly a+ G 
or its ending abruptly a• H at 
I 
I 4 ; of ridges 
ma:.r be pu+ at 1 4; 
•. 
beginning ab-
rupt.l y at~ .. , K, M, N, each at 4 ; 
pression being an UL~AR L66p with a 
the chance of another im-
I 
" atapla " for cora at 4; 
and, finally, the probability of a second impression having 
jttst 17 ridges intervening betwe~n tts ~inner " and "outer 
I 
terminus" at - and so~:on:, Th.~ probal?-~~ ~ t:r of all ten occur-
4 , • ';. ... ~ ' . :.~ : • ~: ·-::. ·,_ ~ j ~. '• .:,; .; {! ·~ I •-~ ; -. ' - .'•· . :::. ~-- .... 
1 ing by chance in t.he impression of amr o+her digi-t:: is "' mul-
.......... ~ 
_l..· t 
~'fiji'';-----------------------------------
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t ijllied b:: I - nine times, 
4 
0~ - In other word~ t;he 
odds against all these similari~ies being found in two i~p~~s-. 
sions, no+. those of the same digit, is over a million to one. 
' ~ . ·- . 
. Galton figured that the chances were 64,000,000,000-I 
against there being two alike, but L.Se~our on Page 63 of his 
"Finger Print Classificati~n.1" ·states tha~ M.M.V. Balthazard 
recently add~essed a report to the French Academy·of Science, 
and i~ that report compute~ the chances to be only a fraction 
of Galton's figure. 
M. Balthazard wrote that if an:r finger .jh;iut be divided 
into 100 squares - Fig.5- each square will contain some dis-
tinctive mark, rarel!r t·.1o marks, and in some cases three or 
none. -By distinctive marks he referred to bifurca+.inns of ~ 
ridges or terminations. Fingerprints differ from each other 
e i +.her in t:he ·arrangement. of the ridges in the different :··q:; 
squares or 'in'the character of the ridg~s in a particular. 
square • The total number of·combina~ions 
possible is the hundreth power of four,w'hich 
is I,ooo,ooo,ooo,Qoo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo, 
ooo,ooo,ooo~nooo;ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo. 
This means that there are ,just so n:any differen"', 
combinations and that the chances are t.he above 
· Fig.5 
number to on~ ·that any combination will not happen more than 
,· ; } ·' !'.i' • 
once. 
In order to compare this .chance wit,h human chances ~:··l:: ·t 
generally, it is necessary to consider the population of the 
world, which is, in round numbers, I,soo,ooo,ooo. As there 
are t-hree generations per centur·y, the .total number of persons 
per century would be fifty thousand million. To have enough 
peoplo to -realize all the possihle combinations of fingerprints 
·"'·( 
'_ l 
'' l,i 
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would require a period of 2,0oo,oo~,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,o~o,ooo, 
ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo years, and the chance of there 
being any two f_lnger·prints alike would be once in that many 
. . 
years. 
T Y P B S 0 li' P AT T E R N S :-
The patterns on the +hun:b and fing~rs ""''ere first discussed 
at length by Purkenje in 1823, in a University Thesis. 'J'he 
thesis is an ill-printed small pamphlet of fift-!r-eight pages, 
written Jn poor Latin. It has a great historical interest, 
- - . .• -~ ., ;, . . ' ', .. -
and the::-·e·:are only one or two copies of it- in existence. 
'J'he title is.- ",commen .. atio de ~xamine ph~rsiologico organi 
visu~ et S!~stematis cutanei quam· pro loco- in gratioso medi-
corum o-dine rite obtinendo die Dec. 22, ~823. ~ H.X.L.c. 
publ ice defi'Hl~i t Johannes ,Evaangel ista Purkenje, Med. d octo ..... , 
Translation page 42.- " Our attention is next engaged by 
the wonderful arrangor:ront and curving of the minu+:e furrows 
connected with the organ of touch on the inner snrfaces of +.he 
hand and foot, especially on tho laat phalanx of each finger. 
Some genoralaa6count~df·~hemj~islalways gjvan in every manual 
of physiolog!' and anatomy, bu~ in +be organ of such impor+ance 
. ' . 
• as the human hand, use·d as it is for ver~' varied moven:on1' s, 
• 
and especially serviceable to the sense of touch, no research, 
however minute, can fail in yielding some gratifine addi•ion 
'\. 
to our knmvledge of that organ. After numberless observat-ions 
I have thus far met wi~h nine p~incipal varities Of curvature 
acc01•ding t:o which the tactile furrows are disposed upon the 
... 
i 
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:fihe inner surface of the last. phalanx of the finp;e'~s. These 
are as follows.-
I. TRAN'SVBRSB FLEXURES.- The minut:e ful'"rows s+art ing from 
the b~nd of the joint, run f·;oom one side of the phalanx to the 
, 
other; at, first tr.ansversely in nearly straight. lines, then 
b~r degt•ee s they become n:ore and n:ore curved t orrard s thA mid-
dle, and finally •hey are bent into arches that are ailimos+ con-
cen~ric with t:he circumferenc~ of the fingo,·. 
2. _ C'ffiNTRA~ LONGITUDHL\.T_, S'l'RIA.- 'T'his E8~figuration is 
!)early the~sa.me. as in I, the only difference being that in 
theme case .a per·pendicular stria is· enclosed within t:he 
transverse :furr·o'NS, as if ii-t wore a nuc1•3ns. 
3. Oblique Stria.- A soli t.ary J ine runs frozr.. one or 
other of the t:wo sides of the fine;er, pass! ~g obl iqnely be-
+ween the tiansverse curves in I, and rending ne~r the mid-
dle. 
4.- OBLtQUB SINUS.-
~.·- If.this oblique line .recurves t.owards the side from 
which it started, and is accompanied by several others, all 
recurved in the sa.n:e way, the !"'e sul t: is an obJ iqne sinus, n::ore 
4 
or 1 ~ss uprie;h t., or· horizon-t;,i.l, as +he case may be. A Ju~e-
~~tion nt its base, of minute lines pl'"oceedinc from either of 
' 
its sides , forms a triangle. This distribution of the fur-
rows, in which an obl iqne sinus is found, is by far t.he most 
common, and may be conside1·ed as a special cha1·ac ~eri s tic cof 
man; the fuy-roYrs that are packed in 1 onei +ud inal ro·11S are, 
on the other hand, peculiar to monkey3. The ver+ex of the 
oblique sinus is generally inclined to11ards the radial side of 
the hand, but if. must be obse!~ved +hat. the con+rary is rr.ore 
fl'"equent.ly the case in the fore-finger,. the v~r1·ex there +endi 
' 
'' 
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ing towards the ulnar side. Scarely any other configuration 
·is to be found on the toes. The ring finger, +oo , is often 
-
marked with one of the more intrica+e kinds of pattern~~ 
while the remaining fingers have either the oblique sinus or 
on:; of the other simpler forms. 
5. Almond.- He1·e the oblique sinus, as already describ& 
ed, encloses an almond-shaped figure, blunt above, poin+ed 
bel ow, and formed of cncent.ric fur1•ows. 
6.- Spi~al.- When t.ho t;ransvorse flexures described in 
11 do not pass gradually from straight 1 ines into curves, but: 
assume that form suddenly wi-t:h a more rapid divergence, a 
semicircular space is necessarily created, which· stands upon 
the straight and horizontal lines below, it we1·e upon n. bass 
This space is filled b!r a spi ·al ei+-har of a simple m: a com-
posi•e form. 'J'he ter·m ' simple ' spi· 1 al is to be understood 
\ 
in the usual geometric sense. I call the spiral ' composite' 
' 
when i~ is made up of several lines p~oceeding fro~ +he same 
center, o~ of lines branching a+ in+-ervals and ~wisted upon 
1·hemse1 vas. At e i t.her side, where t.he spi ..,..al ;.s con+·ie;uous 
to the place at ~hich the straight and curved lines begin to 
diverge, in o1der to enclose it, two triangles are formed, 
just like the single one that is formed at the side of the 
oblique sinus. 
7.- H1llipse, or Bllipt.ica.l Whorl.- The semici~cnlar space 
~) described .in t; is here filled \71th concentric ellipses enclosi-
ing a short single line in their middle. 
8.- Circle, or Circular Who..,.l.- Here a stngle point takes 
the place of the short line men+ioned in 7. 
. . -
by a nt~ber of concentric circles reaching to the ridges that 
; ~ . 
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Fig. 6. 
· THlll STA1JDARD PATTERUS OF PUHKEUJB. 
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bound +he semicircular· space. 
,,. 
9.- Double Whorl.- One port.ion of the transverse lines 
1~uns forward wi+.h a bend and rec11~vos H!JOn.i1-seJf wit-h R half 
tu...-n, and is on:braeed by ano+he'· portion ~·rhich p··oceeds from 
' . . ' 
+he other sid..; in ~he san:e wa~r. This ~roduces a douhly twist-
and rine; fingers. ~he ends of the cnr,v8d portions ma~r be 
va~·iousl~! inclined; .. hey n:ay be ne·:rly perpendicular, of 
various deg'"'e•'S of ohl iqui +y, m· near]·.~ horizontal. 
In all ~f the forms 6, 7, 8, and 9, -t,..iangles may be seen 
a+ the points whet·e the div'lrgence begins between the +rans-
ve1·se and +he arched lines, and at bo+h sides. On the re-
maining phalanges, the transvgrse lines proceed diaronallv, 
and are straight or only sl igh+ly cm·ved." 
Ev!den+ly Put~kenje valued +Jte impressions as a means of 
knowing the ridges and fur1•ows of +he E'lki n ana+ om !cal 1 y onl '-1 • 
Neither Purkenje, nor his age_ 1'or that part, had yet felt +he 
need for a trustworthy scientific met:hoi!J of identification •. 
Ji'ollo:wing Purkenje_~Gal ton appears t.o be the next one who 
' . ' 
at tempted to forn:ul ate a system of classifica t: ion. He first. 
endeavoured to sort them according to Purkenje's standards,but 
was not successful. He then attempted to sort the.pat+erns 
inf:o grol!ps s·o +-hat. the cent.ral pa4-ter-n of each g·1 oup shoPld 
differ by a nnit of " equally discernible difference" fron: t:he 
central patterns of the ad~acent groups, proposing to adop+ 
thoso central patterns as standards of reference. He also 
fai1~d in this trial •"''o To ql~ot.e from page 66 of his work 
"Finger Prints,"- On considering the causes of these failures, 
different influencos rzcre found ~o produce them, any one of 
which was sufficient: b;r itself to give rise to serious 1111-
I., 
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certainty._ A complex pa++ern is capable of sngges+ing 
various readings, as the figuring on a wall-paper ma;r suggest 
a variety of forns and faces ":o those who have snch fancies. 
The number of illusive renderings of prin+s '"aken from •he 
same finger; is greatly increased by such trifles as the re-
lative breadths of their respective lineations and the differ~-
ences in their depths of tint. The ridges thenselves -are soft 
·in substance, and of various heights, so +hat a smH11 differenee. 
in pressure applied, or in the quan+it~.r of ink used, may con-
siderably affec~ ~he width of the lines ~nd the darkness of 
portions of the prin+s. Certain ridges may thereby catch t~e 
attention at one time, though not at. o+her·s, and give a bias 'to 
some ial~~ co~beption cif.the pattern. Again it seldom hap-
pans 'f:hat different impressions of +h'e· same digit are printed 
\ . \ ' '. ' ·, ~. .. . .- . from exact.ly'the·same part 'of it, consequently the portion of 
the pattern t.}ult. supplies the dominant char<-l.Cter will often be 
quite different: in the tv10 prints. 
be deceived when it ''is gnided merely h;r ... he ·general appear-·· 
ance. · A third cause of error is still more serious; it is 
that patterns, especially those of a spi~al form, ma;.• be 
apparently similar, yet fnndament.ally unlike, the unaided e~re 
being frequently unable to anatyse them and to discern real 1i 
differences.· Besides all this ~he judgement is distrac 6 ed by 
the mere size of the pattern, which catches the at.f-ent.ion at 
once, and by o ... her secondary mat: ters such as the mur:ber of 
turns in the whorled I'a+terns, and the relative dimensions of 
their different parts. The first need t:o be satisfied before 
1 t. could become possible to base the classification upon a more 
sure foundation than that. of general appearance, was i-o es-
tablish a well-defined point of reference in the patterns. 
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mh;ts1waspdone buiul!iiltsmggthe cen-ters of ·the one 01~ tYTO tria-
angular p_lotswhich are found in t.he great reajority of p<~+tern~t 
and whose exi stance vras pointed out by Purkenj e, bn t not the 
:'.• 
remo~e cause, which is as follows: 
The ridges, ~s was shown in Fig. 3 A, of the palm of the 
hand, run athwcu·t the fingers in rudely parallel 1 ines up to 
the 1 ast joint, and if it were not for the finger-nail, would 
apparently con~inue parallel up +o the ex~reree finger-Lip. 
But the presence of +he nail disturbs their parallelism and 
squeezes them down'.vards on r1oth sides _of the finger. Con-
sequen+ly, the ridges that :-nn close +o the +ip are r,radnall~· 
arched, those that: S.U?.Q.&B;~,tv.~~-~Y follow are gradnall ~' 1 e s s archeq 
until in son:e cases, all the signs Of the arch disappear a+ 
. -
about the level of the first join+. Usually, however, this 
' >~ .'· _· -
gradual trans! tion from an arch to a straight 1 ine fails t.: o be 
' . . ' .. · 
carrid.~. out, cnus ing a break in +he orderly sequence, and a 
consequent interspace. - ~ig. 7,2- The topmost boundary of 
the interspace is fonmed by the 1 owe 1·n:os+tbarcli:t-"and 1 ts 1 ower-
most boundary by the topmos+ straigh-t. r~dge. Bn t an e C}ltall ~r 
large.nun:ber of dnct.s exist. within the interspace, as are fqu;ad 
dirl the adjacent areas of equal size, whose mouths require to 
be supported und connected. This is affected by the in~~r-
polation of an independent s!rstem of ridges arranged in loops. 
Fig. 7. 
------..---····-----· 
Formation of Interspace and mnclosed Patterns. 
r ?''"'~~.,··---,.-----~---~-~---~·:.~ ... ----·--·-------·- -- - -~- -
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- Fig.7,3, or in Scrolls -Fig.7, 4- and this interpolated 
:·system forms the pattern~ Now tha existence or·an interspace 
implies the divergence of two previonsl~r adjacent ridges-Fig • 
. 
7, 2 - in order •o embrace it. Just in front of the place 
where the divergence begins, and before the sweep of the pat-
tern is reached, there are usually one or more very short cross 
ridges. Their effect is to complete the enclosure of the 
minute triangular plot in question. Where ~here is a plot on 
both sides of the finger, +he line that connects them -Fig.7,4-
serves as a base line whereb!' the pattern mn.y be m·ien•ed, 
tmd t.he posi-t-ion of any point ronghl~r charted. Where there 
is a plot on only one side of the finger -Fig.?, 3- the pat:-· 
tern has almost necessarily an axis, which serves for orient-
at.ion, and t.he pattern can still be charted, though on a dif-
ferent. principle, by dropping u. perpendicular 
1
1from :the plot 
on to the axis, in the .way there shown." 
: /, r. 
r ' r· i 
These plots formed co14 ner-stones to Galton's cih.assificu!.'i' 
. I ' 
. ' 
tion. He placed great stress upon .:~;;:~!'.Jm.arking the ontl ines 
of the different patterns. In drawing the. ontl ine each of +he 
t.wo diverging ridges that start from ei~her plot is follow-ed 
in success ion by a penc 11, pen, or brush, and if the J•idge 
bifurcates t.he branch that trends towards the middle of the· 
pattern is followed. If it atops short, the ou•line is stop-
ped and the nearest adjacent ridge is followed. As an ill us t-
ration of the.methoa of butlining patterns Galton gave those of 
I 
eight persons,-Fig 8-. Colour was used to dis+inguish he-
. 
tween -t-he ridges that originate fron: the inner and outer sides 
of tbe hand. Gal ton 11sed the t'erms 1N11l<JR and "-t~ ... ·j. OUT'FJR; 
or thun:b-side and lit~le-finger side. 
The system of ridges in Fig.8 that con:e from +he inner 
side "1" are coloured blue; those that originate from +he 
l 
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OUTLih~S of the PA~TBRNS of might Persons,Taken at RAND~' 
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outer "0" are coloured red. 
MIRROR PATTERNs.- The impressed o~ printed pattern, as 
in ordinary p!"inting, shows just the reverse arrangement exist-
ing in the actual ridges and furrows of +he skin. A loop or 
a whoT"l veering ·to the left in print. ac+.uall~r in nature veers 
t o the r i gh t , und s o on th ru out • 
In Fig. 9, the actual ridgeflpat-
tern a may be that of Henry Smith, 
while b is that of John Smith. 
By a s1t:ight mistake in photography 
John's finger- print may assume 
the form of the "mirror pattern" ~, 
Fig. 9 
MIRROR PA'!''l""Fl~lm 
a b 
and then be mistaken for ~hat of Henry's. 
c 
Mirror patterns of:B: co~plex kind do not often occur, for 
rem y apparent.]~, such Ylill under close examination prove to be 
,-
of a non-rni~br nature. 
' -' 
REVERSIBLE PATTERNS.- 'fhe print is a reversed picture 
of the pattern upon the digit thv.t made it. 'J'he pattern is 
a reversed picture of a similar pattern as it shows on +.he 
other. In the various processes h~.r which prin+s are mnl + i-
plied, the pa tte~m; may be reversed again and again. If the 
finger is in: pressed on a 1 i thographic stone, the in:p!"ess i olis: .... 
frnm that stone are reversals of the san:e finger impression 
made upon paper. If made on +yoansfer paper and +hen trans-
fer~ed ~o storie, there is a reversal. In photography +-here 
are more possibilities. Galton points out ~he fact that 
there are "twelve cap! tal 1 etters in the English alphabet; Y!h icl';. 
if printed in block type, are unaffected by ~eing reversed. 
They are A, H, 1, M, O, T, U, V, W, X, Y, 7.. 
• 
Some symbols do 
the same, such as # + = . These and the lettors H.O.I. 
~··.· .... 
i 
I. 
) ' 
'\ 
'' l ~;}! I 
I 
i j 
' 
~1 
. 
..;-
X. have the fur·ther- pecul iari t.y of appea~inr; unal 'f::ered when 
upside do".1n. 
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SYMMETRICAL AUD U1lSYM11ETRICAL Slil'l'S OF PING'Jil'qR.- In rua.ny 
hands the ~1ole. +en finGers show this quality~ five pointing 
one way with the main loop and just reversin~ +he direc~ion on 
the other hand, t,hough the details of lineation rr::.".~' differ. 
What might be taken perhaps as. the normal .. ype '.vould show 
in nutnre, each loop on the left fingers pointing upwards +o 
the left, and on the right. each pointing upwards to the :right.;_ 
Fig. JO.. 
. 
SYMMETRICAL LOOPS 
"~ ~ ~ 
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// 
/) 
Fig. Iff. 
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d d f f t t Galton disreaa~d-In selecting stan ar orms o pa · ,erns u 
~d a great many of the more obvious characteristics. Thus the 
size of generally similar patterns in Fig. 8 will be seen to 
. . 
vary greatly, but the words large, medium, or small reay be 
applied to any pattern. 
CUSSIFICATION OF PA'J''.1"m:~nrs.- Innumerable trials have 
been made with a view to fixing standards or types according 
to which all impressions can be readily s~rted; Purkenje pro-
posing nine, Gal+on three. According to the. system proposed 
I by Sir. 11!.Henry,which is used no'!'/ all. over tbe world, there 
are four main types. These four types are: ARCH11!S; LOOPS; 
WHORI~S; COMPOSITES. 
FIXED POINTS ll~ IMPRBSSIOUS.- In in: press ions of the J .. OOP, 
- -
WHORL, and COMPOSITE t.ypes •here are fixed p0ints which have 
several important uses~ These fixed ·points are: 
l• The " Delta" or " Outer Terminus·"· r 
2. The "Point of t.he Core" or "Inner Terminus". 
D-miSA; " OU'J'BR 'rBRMINUS" .- The "Del tll"here referred to 
may be fol·med either -a- by the bifurcat.ion of a sine;le ridge, 
or-b- by the abrupt divergence of two ridges that hi+herto ha~ 
run side by side. 
a. Where the upper and lolver sides of the 
formed by the bifurcation of a single ridge, 
the point of bifurcation forms the "outer 
terminus", marked X in Fig.l2. Where the,..e 
are several such bi.furcations, the ono neares+ 
the core is taken as the "outer terminus." 
b. The upper and lower sides of the "delta" 
may be formed by the abrupt. divergence of +wo 
ridges which up t.o this point, had run side 
1' 
j 
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by side. The nearest ridge in front of the place where the 
divergence begins, even t:hough a mitre po:J.nt, and whether it is 
independent. of or sprung from the diverging ridges cr not, 
is the "outer terminus", ma~ked Yin J?ig. 13. 
CORE; POINT OJ? OORE; nmER Tli1RMINUS.- The core of a 
LOOP may consis+- either of an even or an uneven number of 
ridges-. termed RODS- not .1 oined together thns: 
~,·-: • l 
• I : : 
: : 
. . 
,. ..... 
{Jf}. .. 
. . ., 
. . 
Fig.-14 • 
. 
. ...... 
. . . 
run 
. 
01• it may consist. of two -idges forme~ together at +heir 
Where the top of the co~e consists of 
rn····\ 
' : 
' . 
• • : . 
summit- termed STAPL~- , thus: 
Fig.I5. 
an uneven numher of rods, the top of .. he 
'.'!he ··e ... :~G #-on of •;:r~ ~0"-:1 
central rod is ~he " point. of the core". If the core is a 
staple, the shoulder of the staple that is farthest from the 
. . . 
delta is taken as the "point of the core"/ the nearer shoulder 
coun+ing as a separate 1·idge.. \lhere the core consists of an 
........ 
. . 
/! t I} 
. ..... 
, ·. 
/tf} 
, .... 
..a·· -. . :' -· -:- ---·----• Delta 
. . . 
• • 
• • 
Fig. 16. 
even number of rods,· the +wo cen"'-ra.l ones a1·e considered as 
joined at their summits by an imaginary neck, and, of these 
t.vto, the shonlder fa~thest frrm the delta is the "point of the 
core." In WHORLS circular or elliptical in form, the cen+er 
of the first ring is the "point of the core". Where the WHORL 
-. 
is spiral in form, the point from which +he spiral begins +o 
revolve is the "point of the core". "POIN~ of the core" is 
synon~.'li!ons with "inne1· terminus." In the above fignres the 
first ridge that envelopes the core is dotted. 
~ ' I ~ l 
f! 
I 
:I 
fi 
i 
. ' 
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·~;, ARCHES.- 40 In arches the ridges run f~ore one side to the 
other, rraking no backward t.urn; there is ordina1·ily no delta, 
but, when there is the appearanc13 of. a delta, 
NO RIDGE MUST lNTERVBNI'.J BB'!',.,''lirmr THB " INN'ER" !il!: 
Fig. I 7 
AU D "OtJT'J;JR TERM U~Uf.3 • " Figs. 17 and 18 pre-
~~nt no difficulty. In Figs. 19 and 20 there 
are one or two ridges which have the ap-
pearance of recurving,and it might be 'con-
tended that these impressions are of the type 
Fig • 18 of both the LOOP and the ARCH; but w·hen the 
-- ---:-·-· ---. 
above definition is applied, it will be seen 
that as no ridge c011mes into count between the 
two terminal points, they fall within the cl 
class of ARCHES. But according to Galton if 
the majority of ridges are of the a1 .. ch type 
the impression is classed as an arch. He 
lays down the f-ollowing rules for differentiating between AHClii.:; 0 
. I 
ARCHES and LOOPS.- FiG. 19 
Io Whe.n the 1 oop is fo1~ed by NOT MORE 
THAN-ONE complete loop, which, however, may Lo 
be perfectly distinct and rray even ~nclose 
a rod, the pat~ern is an ARCH. z.When the1·@ 
are two, or even three,imperfect bends,es-
peciully if they converge and pnite, the 
pattern is an ARCH. 
.,, •· 
3. Offsets at acute angles from the same ridge do NOT r·a 
rank as loops. 
4. Vlhen two symmetrically disposed loops 
are enclosed in the same curved ridge +he 
pattei·n is called afform l)f TENTTilD ARCH. 
Seymour follows Galton's rules , but 
there is no universal rule upon this point, 
., 
I 
I 
! 
'l I I 
l· 
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tf;?,\ 
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Fig. 21 
ARCHES.- PLAIN and T'BNT.'BD. 
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ARCHES and LOOPS. 
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Ji'ig. 23 
LOOPS.- !Jlnap and Radial. 
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Fig. 21 
LOOPS.- UUJAR and RADIAL. 
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Fig. 25 
I' 
\ LOOPS.- ULUAn and TIADlAL. 
R .I, 
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Q I ~5 R.L 66 67 
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i 46 ,, 
:~ Fig. 26 
LOOPS.- ULJ"'{AH, RADIAL, and CBN"'RAL POCK8T. 
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Pig. 27 
LOOPS • .;.. CENTRAL POCKB'I'. 
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Pig. 28 
TYillilTED and LATBRAL PClCKBT LOOPS, and V!HORLS. 
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The impressions given in'!''F;ie;nres 21 and 22, I-25 incl1tsive 
are Arches. 
T'ENTT!W ARCHES.- In patt:erns of the Arch t.~rpe, the 
,.,,.,...,..~1 
1 
ridges near the middle n:ay have an upward thrnst, arrant;inr then:-
.. 
-) selves as it, .wore on both sides of a spine or axis, towards which 
I ' 
-
,.._ 
. \~, ;' 
. .. 
adjoing ridges converge. The ~idges +hus conver~1ng give to the 
pattern t.he appe.arance of a tent in outline, thus the name 'J'BU'J'ED 
ARCH-Fig. 21, 11 and 12-. In order -+-o distinguish clearl~r the 
1 ine which separates Tented Arches frcm those Loops whose 1·idges 
have a n:ore or less vertical t:rend, it is held -+-hat, if ON 
Bl'l'HBR SIDID OF THB AXIS BVE!J OllfJ RIDGB RBCURV'P!f.; the impressicn 
is a LOOP- Fig. 31, A und B-. The Il!Oe t-
ing of ti7o ridges at n churp angle resulting 
from their running into each other +hru 
not maintaing their parallelism of direc+ion 
is not to be confused with recm·ving. The 
recurving ridge must be wholly o•; one side 
of the axis. 
LOOP.- In Loops some of the ridees 
make a back,_vard turn but without twist; 
there is one DBL~_A-: The ridges uro en-
closed in a bay-1 ike form, 1 ooping towarJs 
the center of the finger. Th-e loop must be continuous and with-
out a turn or twistT Pig. 32- The 1llust~at.ions 25 to 88 in-
elusive represents many va~iet.ies of Loops. 
Fig. 32 -LOOPS 
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ULNAR and RADIAL.- When seen in a looking-glass, the 
... 
right bflnd app13ars as a 1 eft hand, the 1·igh t e~re as a_ ]~~~--- e~~-'--~ 
the right ?alf of the bod~ asa left half.· 
Similarly, the print of a finger is a reversal of 
Fig.33 
~:) of the pattern on the finger; if this pattern 
on the finger be a Loop with slope from lef~ 
\ 
·' to right, it will appear in -the print as a Loop 
with slope frorc right t.o l~f+. If a finger 
print impressed on transparent paper be held in I 
front of two persons f~cing each other, the 
pattern as seen by the one will be a rev~rsal of 
the pattern as seen h~r t;he other; all the 
the details of.the print will correspond, 
~ ' I I . " • t .. ~ . • 
but to one observer the ridges which lie to the' left- of. a-"cen+ral 
i , I 
/ / ~... / 
1 ine will to the other obs'erver appear to lie to the right. 
1!his is exactly what occurs when the same patte;;n-e~is.ts·:.~n c. 
\ ! I 
' ' ' ..... , 
corresponding fingers of the ~wo hands, as may b~'seeri'bi 'ta~ing 
prints from the two fingers, when it will be noticed that one 
print delineates a pattern which is a reversul of the pattern 
delineated by the other. This must be considered in determ-
'. ing whether a Loop is ULNAR or RADIAL. A Loop is UU~AR=u when 
the downward slope of the ridges about tho core is from the 
direction of the thumb towards that of the little finger. It 
is RADIAL- R ·.vhen the downward slope is from the direction of +he 
little finger towards the thtmb. Pig. 33, A and B. 
The following rule may alvrayn be applied. Vlhen the print 
u:uder examination is that of a right hand digit, place the right 
palm on the table; if the downward slo-pe of the ridges about the 
core is frora tho thumb side towards the little finger the Loop 
"I 
1: 
53 
i~ 
'f 
E is UI~NAR, if the slope is from the direction of the little I, 
f 
! 
finger towards that ol the thumb it is R.\DIAL. If the print is 
t I, 
\. that of a lett hand digit, place the l~ft palm on the table, 
~ 
I' and appl:f the rule. Using the symbol '"(o:ror ULNAR in the right 
'· 
r 
-j .. 
' I 
hand and / for &\DIALi in the right hand, these s~rm b ol s wi 11 
be reversed fo1· the left hand l, where / --~ULNAR .and -, .. --.RADIAL 
The terms ULNAR and RADIAL are borrowed from anatomy, the ulna· 
}' 
and radius being t.he two bones of the fore-arm . .: 
WHORLS.- In whorls some o{ the ridges make a turn ~hru at 1 
least one complete circuit: there are two deltas. 
single cored or double cored. 
Fig.35 
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In Fig. 34 the ridge or stream A Y bifurcates at Y, 
54 
the 
stream Y B making an upward turn before descending, while the 
stream Y C passes awa~r towards the right side, this bifurca+ion 
causing +he appea14 ance of a del+a a+ V. On the righ~ side of 
of +his same diagram the streun: D Z, ':rhich flows from righ+ +o 
left, bifurc~tes at Z, causing the appearance of a delta +here; 
the st.ream z m at first flovrs np•:rards before +al<:ing .... downward 
dJ.reC:ti.9nyhile the s.tream ZF, con ... inuing in tho same direc+ion 
of the parent stream DZ, passes av1ay ~o the left. 
In Fig. 35, A~"',B, c, D, E, F, G, and H represent some 
characte.,.ist.ic types of 1/hOl~ls, o+her lllus+ra+ions of Whorls 
aro represented by 121 -160 in~lusive. .Amone son:e of +he 
principal val~itios of i'lho1·ls are tho Spi;•u.l, ~~11ipticc:.1 and 
Ci.,.cnlar-- Whorls. In J .. oops ... hn ridp.;os d0nbJe h'•.ck H'POn them-
salvos and rec"-:urn appro;~imately to the place where' trwy staJ·~··eJ 
from, leavinG an open mou+h a+ the side, bu ... +he ~idges do not 
mal~a a con:pJete circuit or ci;:ocle around. In Whorls , howevei 
the 1·idges always n:ake at- leas+. one cr-.re!1lete cir-c1lit. 
~~~o/ 
~;!)-JZL£fi 
Fig. 3'7 
r-
' 
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The skeleton drawing, Fig. 36, illustrates four forms of loops. 
In FitJ. 37 are skele+.on drawings of Whorls , showing both anl 
deltas.1~ 
COMPOSI'1"1'<1S.- Unde~ C omposi +es are included pa + +-e ... ns in 
which combina+ions of the Arch, r ... oop , Whorl are fonnd in the 
san:e p1·int, also impressions which might be considered Loops 
in ra spect to the ma,j ori ty of their ridges and Vlhorl s inP 
~ect to a few ridges at the con~~~ o~ side. These are sub-
divided into Central Pocket Loops, Latera~ Pocket Loops, 
Twinned Loops, Accidentals. 
CBNTRAL POCKBT LOOPS.- 00f~en in pat+erns of the Loop 
type the ridges around tho conte~deviate in course from ~he 
generul cou1·s~ of the other 1·idges. These impressions are 
therefore Loops in respac+ to +.he majority of their ridges and 
Whorls in respect ~to the appearance of the few-'!"idges direc""ly 
about. the cent.er, a delta more o;- less fn.in+ly defined in .;vi 
evidence· This opaco so occupied by ridges whoso course 
deviatosfrom the course of tho ridges surrounding them is :::: (';:;) 
spoken of as a "pocke.t," and the impression as<·a Central Pocket-
Loop-Fig. 38 and 39-. 
All varities of the Central Pocket t;tpo can be ar1·anged 
under one or other of the forms of core shown in Fig. 40. 
These four standards overlap; II. is a modification of 1., and 
III. a more complete fo~m of IV. The arrow marks t.he position 
of th~ u.x.i.s or lino of exit of the i.·iuges. lf this arrow is 
prolonged it will meot at leas+. one recurving ridge at right 
angles. This characteristic determines in doubtful cases -.-· 
whether an impression is a J.oop or Ceut1•al Pocket. llluc~-
trations 88 - II3 :represent forms. of the Central Pocket t~rpe. 
----~----~~ 
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Fir;. ~9 
LAT~RAL POCK~T LOOPS.-
n7 
\vhen the ridges consti tnt.ing the 
r..~oop bend sharply downwards on one side\bet'ore ~ecurving, there-
by forming on that side an interspace usually filled by the 
ridges of another Loop, such an impression is a Lateral Pocket 
.; Loop. 
In Fig. 41 compare I, 2, -1, n; the outline of the Loop 
whoso ridges bend dom1 sha.rpl:r, is shown b~· the dotted 1 inos, 
the thick dark line a- represents its central ridge, the dark 
line b- representdmg the central ridge of the Loop where r·idges 
occupy the pocket. Fig. 42 represen+s ari impression of ~he 
Latoral Pocket type. Fig.42 
T\VINN14JD LOOPS and LAT~RAL POCKlt1'l'S C0~1PAR-mD.-
In the Twinned Loop there are two well-defined 
Loops, one superincumbent on or surrounding the 
other. lJany of these T~rinned Loops appear i..:;cn t 11 
iden~ical with the Lateral Pocket in so far as ~----~------~~---· 
"--·----.t 
the ridge grouping is concerned. Fig. 41. contains patterns 
which show clearly the essential differences. ·The dark lines 
a and b, are the central ridges of the two. Loop systems, the -~ 
ridges which contain the "points of core". In I, 2, 3, 4, 
5, Fig. 41, these ridges a, b have their exits on the same side 
of the right hand delta. In 6, 7, 8, 9 these ridges have 
their exits on different sides of the right hand delta. Thus 
•. ! in Lateral Pockets the ridges containing the "points of the 
core" HAVE THEIH EXITS OU THE SA!fm SIDB-·. OP THF. RIGHT DELTA; 
in Twinned Loops the ridees containine the ~poin+s of the core~ 
HAVE THEIR EXITS OU DlFF"mRBNT SID41S OF TI-w. RIGHT DELTA, 
111 ustra tions of ~he se forn: s u:4 e seen in Fig· 2R, 11~- 120. 
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LATmRAL POCKET. & TWINNED LOOP PATTmRNS. 
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ACCID'ENTALS.- Under Composites are inclhded the very 
small n~~ber of patterns ~o irregular in·outlirie t~ be grouped 
under Central Pockets, Lateral Pockets, or Twinned Loops; they 
are termed ACCIDEUTALS • 
. Gal ton classified the patterns according to the following 
forms.-
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.. :Fig •... 43 •. 
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P~CULIARITIES of DIGITS.- Gal tori found that f1·om the 
examination of 5006 prints 'that' the relative frequency of thg 
three several classes was as follows.-
ARCHES. 
LOOPS. 
WHORLS, 
• 
Total. 
.6.5 per cent 
67.5 " 
26.0 " 
100.0 
From this it appears that on the average out of every 15 or 16 
digits, one has an arch; out of every 3 digits, two have loops 
out of every 4 digits, one has a whorl. 
Seymour states the proportion is as follows.-
'' ' ' ' I\ 
ARCHEs.· 
·LOOPS. 
. ' 
• 
WHORLS & C~tPOSITES. 
Total. 
• 5 ~ ·pet ·cent 
.60. " " 
.35. " " 
• 
100.0 
RIDGE COUNTING.- As two impressions out of every three 
are Loops, the subdivision into UUrAR and RADIAL fails to split 
them up into groups small enough for a thorough classification. 
Fig. 47 represents ~he ridges 
of an ordinary Loop. The lihe SB 
joins the two terminal points, "inner 
and "outer" terminus". If the 
~idges which cut the line SB are t;L",:L 
counted they will be found to 
Fig. 47 
number I 7, so "this Loop is specialized as a r~oop with 17 ridges 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
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or COUNTs·; and if it is an impression of a right hand digit it 
would be further specialized as an ULUAR;- if of a left hand 
digit as a RADIAL Loop. 
In ridge ,COUUTING the TWO T'ERMINAL POll~TS ARli] 'IDXCLUDliJD 
FROM COUUT, and·; ridgos lil:::e G, v;llich ·r~n close up to vii thout 
touching the 1 ine SB are also· excluded, and ;,f_?J~t~· when two ~· 
ridges •·~~.: ~;.; result fran: a bifurcation as a+ D, close to the 
line SB, both are countedi 
RIDG'E CHARACTERISTICS.~- .. 1'Jie ."core" is a "staple" whose 
{, '• ,f • 
right lin:b bifurcates a·t B, and whose· left lin:b bifurcates at 
. ;. 
. \ - :; . ': . 
D and again at E In the ridge surrounding +~e core_ ridge is 
a small island to the left of D, and. another in the ~1ird 
' I ' 
surround1ng ridge' directly, .above A.:. 'The'se !island's appear: 
clearly in the diagram' but in actual impressions they·. 
might appear as a bulging out or· thickening of .the ridge, 
due to to the .ink running._ ·At· G the ·-ridge· begins abrupt] y 
and on:ds abrup"::ly at H, at K another' ridge begins ab~uptly, 
' .. 
at L another ·ridge bifurcates, at 0 another ridge begins a1 ··• 
o.bruptl !'. These ab1·upt beginnings ~nd endings, islands, bi;.. 
furca tions, etc., are 1m own as ridge CHARAC'T'li}RlS'rl cs. 
Whorls and Composites show such endless vari+ies of r.H 
CHARACTJllRISTICS that when two whorls are compared it.is easy 
t:o dtermine whether they are impressions of the same o:- of o 
~, different fingers. 
.p 
RJDGliJ TRACING.- In all impressions of· the above two 
types there are two deltas, one ~o the left and the other +o 
the right. These deltas are forr::ed either b~r -the bifurcation 
of ~ single ridge, or by the divergence of two ridges that up 
' . 
'. 
to this po-int had run side by side. 
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Taking the lower limb or 
lower rid go of these two, its course is foll ov;ed, and it ..,·;ill , 
be found either to mee~'tn go inside or go outside the corres-
ponding ridge of the right delta. When the ridge whoso 
cour.se is being TRAC'FJD .stops sl~ort, the. course of tho ridge 
next bel ow it is fol 1 owed; :-·when the ridge bifurcates, tha 
TRACING p11 oceeds along the lo~'rer line of bifurcation. 
When the ridge whose course is TRAC'FJD meets the corresponding 
right delta ridge the WHORL is speciali?.ed as M • 
' 
.when this 
ridge goes inside, it. is specialized as 1 , when outside as 0 • 
. To secure an even distribution of I, M, 0 Whor,ls it is 
necessary to .provide that, if tho .ridge whoso com· so is TRACED 
goes inside or outside_ the right del t:a ridge with not more than 
~'!_0 ridges intervening betvreen them, such ridge is considered 
as though it ac+uallY me+ the corresponding.ridg~. 1 t-hen· 
. . 
means that the left delta ridge goes inside the right delta 
ridge, there being between them n0t less than th,1 ee in+e~vening 
F ' • \ ', «; 
ridges; 0 means that the left delta ridge passes outside the 
right delta ridge, n?t. less than thre~ ridges interve~ing; 
and M means that the ridge whose course is TRACBD a.c'!;ually 
meets the cor1•esponding ridge, or that they are not. apart by 
more than two intervening ridges. 
I . 
I •-· 
u·-
.'T .... -., 
Fig. 48. 
.1~1 
~ 
/~ 
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.. 
SYMBOIJS US~D.- The symbols used are A-Arch; T- Ten~ed 
Arch; L- Loop; W- Whorl; C- Composite; LP- L~te1~al pocket: 
T L- Twinned Loop; C P- C~ntral Pocket.; Ac -Accidental; 
I T - "inner terminus"; 0 T -"outer terminus"; U - ~ -ULNAR 
'~;. in right hand; R -/ -RADIAL in right hand; U - /'- ULNAR in 
left hand; R- ,_RADIAL in left hand. 
j:, 
A B R 1 E F SUMMARY 0 F PART I. 
The palmar stn•face of t.he hand and the soles of t.he foot: 
are traversed by countless ridges, forming man~' vari ties of 
pattern, and by creases •. The ridge patterns and the .,...idge 
CHARACTERISTICS persist thrnou+: the whole period of human life, 
and· are so distjnctivo as ·~o differentiate each individual from 
all others. An accurate reproduction. of these 1·idges is ob-
tained by inking the finger bulb and pressing i +. on paper, the 
impression thus record~d being a reversal bf t&e pattern on the 
finger. All impressions may be arranged under one of four 
types, namel ~,,·Arches·~ Loops,. Whorls~- Compost te s ~ Arches sub-
divide into Arches and Tented Arches; clear definitions def 
marcate Arches from Tented Arches; and· both from Loops. 
Loops may be UI .. UAR or RADilAL, and are further· differ-entiR.ted 
from each other by ridge COUNTinG and by their ridge 
CHARACTF.lRISTICS. Whorls are single or double cored; impres-
sions of this ~ype differ conspicuously fro~ each other, owing 
to the innumerable variet.ias of pat~ern·they present, but 
f further demarcation is provided by ridge TRACING. Composi ties 
include Central Pockets, Lateral Pockets, Twinned Loops, ~\·:.:...:l 
Accidentals; the definitions given are sufficient for the 
-accurate~ differentiation of those subclasses. In ~mpress~ons 
. , 1;", _:~; .. ~·~"n:-?!}!.\2.:114..:; ... 
there are fixed points, the "inner~ and ."outer terminus". 
; 
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PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION. 
Pricary Classification.- The "rolled" impressions of 
the digits are recorded in their natural order of thumb, index, • 
, 11 middle, ring, and little finger- those of the right hand being 
in 1 ina above,, imrued ia tel y bel ow them. the impressions of the 
• ' ' I 
corresponaind digit;sr of the left hand. At the bo+tom of the 
slip the " plain" impressions of +he index, middle, ring and 
little fingers are taken , of both hands. It is very necessary 
to correct classification. that the· digits should be printed in 
their~proper sequence;. and as it could happen, thru careless-
ness on the part of the operator,_thot the impression of the, 
say, right index might appear as:;that of the middle or ring 
' .-.. ' . ,, .. 
finger, the following check is provided. After the "rolled" 
impressions have been taken, · the "'index;· middle, rinc; and li tt-
l e fingers Of each hand. are dabbed down. "On to! 't-he paper SO that 
the imprints of their. phalanges are simultaneously made and theY 
\' ' ' ' ' . 
must of necessity appear in their proper sequence. When nl ips 
are being classified thai! "plain" prints are co~pared with the 
"rolled" impressions. 
The impressions are thEm r-ead off. in the follovling 
order: RIGHT THUHB_and RIGHT ll~DmX; RIGH':' MlDDI..m and RIGHT· 
RING; Rl GHT Ll 'J'TL1;1 PlUGBR and L'IDFT THUMB; LBFT lNDnX and 
LEFT MIDDLE; Lli1FT RING and LBFT Ll'l"I'LB FINGBR. 
The propor~ion of arches and composites being re-
latively small, Arches in primary classification are included 
under loops, and Composi~es under Vfuorls. In primary class-
_._, ification. an 'impression must be either a Loop -Arches included-
or a Whorl- Composites included-. ~aking the firs~ pair, the 
u.rr&.ngements possible among them ar·e: right thurub a Loop and 
right index a Loop; right thumb a ~oop and right index a Whorl; 
right th~umb a Whorl and right index a loop; right thumb a whorl 
" and righ~ index also being a whorl. 
·};: 
.. ---------~==~- ------
~ 
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.. The above exhuusts all posible arr&.ngements, and may 
be thus set out-- the numerator l~tters referring to the thumb 
or first of the pair-, the denominators to the second of the 
pair or index: L L w . \'{ . .. 
' ' 
- -L Vl t w 
TI1ere is t.he same number of combinations for the 
second pair, and, as each ·or these can be combined with each 
arrangement of the thumb and index, the total number of com-
binations of tho two pairs taken together is 15. The third 
pair has similarly four arrangements, which; taken together 
with those of the proceeding two ~~iri; raise~ the riumb~r 6f 
combinations to 54; adding the fourth pair the number rises to 
. ' .. ~ I, 'J , I :'·l 
256, and with _the ·fifth pair to 1024. The number 1~24 is the 
·-- '"". .. 
square of 32, so a cabinet containing 32 sets of 32 pigeon-
holes arranged horizontally would provide locations, fot'l all 
' ·:,. . I '. 
combinations of Loops and Whorls of the ten digits taken 1ri 
pairs. 
ARITHM"ETICAT ... RULB FOR Dli1'1'BRMINING PRIMARY CLASS..l.. 
IPICATIOU1- ETC.- The digits u.re t~:t.ken in pairs, as befot·e~ 
the first of the pa'ir being shown as nuc:arator and the second 
as denominator, the formula thus obtained being as follows: 
L w · L ; W L 
w L L W w 
When a mtorl occurs in ... the first pair it count.s 16, 
in the second pair it counts 8, in the third 4, in the fourth 
--
2, and in. the fifth 1; no numerical value is given to a Loop. 
The above formula can then be expressed as: 
0 
16 
8 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
0 
T 
\ 
'\ 
1 
l ~1 
j 
I 
l 
,.---
/ 
...... . /
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Numerators are added ~ogether, also denominators, 
. 10 10·~· 
and tho totals form a new fraction --. To both numera.t.or and 
19 
II denominator I is added, making --, and 'th-is fraction inverted 
20 
20 gives t.he primary classification nt~ber II' which represents 
that the impression slip will be found in ·the +wentieth pigeon 
hole of the eleventh horizontal .row. · .. 
Givan,the pri~ary classification nt~ber, it is easy 
eltti'tl,gfl to work backwards and de tennine:!. the type of each digit. 
Taking the primary classif-ication number i~, it' is seen 'that 
20 falls short of 32 by 12, which is equivalent to 8 + 4, thus 
Whorls are wanting in the second and third pairs and in the 
. 20 . 
denominator, for, "':'..;is the inversion of ~~. Also 11-fai.ls 
. ·II·: .· . __ .20 
short of 32 by 21, which is tho equivalent of 16 + 4 +I, and 
therefore Whorls are '.ma~lnf(hi the first, thi~d, and fifth 
pairs - numerator-. 
tho ir place,. and so 
Where Whorls are wanting, Loops must take 
..,.10 come back to tho formula: 
, .. 
of 
L 
w 
w 
L 
. .. 
L 
L 
w ; J, 
w w 
Classification nun:bers rnu not from I to 1024 con-
4 
secutivoly, but from I to 32 of each horizontal row~ Thus 
represents the fourth pigeon- hole or division of the first Io-· 
horizontal row; 5 the tenth division or pigeon-hole of the 
fifth horizontal row; 
31 . 
S§ tho thirty-first or last but one ~ 
pigeon-hale of the last horizontal row. 
I 
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SRCONDARY OR SUBCLASSIFICATION.-
SUBCLASSIFICATlOii:- Owing to tho occurence, under 
certain prin:ary classi:fication nun:bers, of large accun:ula+ions 
. . . ' 
secondary classi:fication is requi~ed to break them up into 
groups of convenient size:. 
The fingers are impressed~m 't-heir na~urai sequence, 
the tht~b first, then the ~ndex; middle, ring, and little fingeT 
those of the right hand being above and below each of i•s di-
gits, the corresponding digit of the.loft .hand. The :index 
finger of each hand is taken as the FULCRUM, the mark special-
ising it being the capital letter of. its svn:bol, the mark 
specialising the thucb being, the small letter of its symbol 
placed to the left of the Ft~CRtm, the marks. specialising the 
remaining fingers being the small letters of their:· symbols to 
. ' . ' . ' ~ 
the right of the FULCRUM. Arches, Tented Arches, and RADIAL 
Loops being of relatively infrequent occurence are utilised in 
subdividing, and their presence noted· in the subclassification 
formula. This formula is in the form of numera~or and deno-
minator, the numerato.,... , .. eforring to the right, the denomina~or 
· I aAr · 
Formula- --- indicates that the slip con-
I rRa 
to the left hand. 
tuiniP,g the impressions -will be found under classification ! ·-
n~mber 1, and will there be found included in the collection 
I 
specialised by having an Arch in the right thumb, an•Arch in 
the right index, and aG RADIAL Loop in one of the remaining 
digits of the right hand, while the left thnmb and index are 
RADIAL Loops, one of ~he other digits of this hand being an 
Arch. 
SUBCLASSES FOR.MED BY ARCHES AUD RADIAI. LOOPS.- Classi-
fication number I contains the slips of all the impressions ,.~...,. ". 
1 
·-~~-·---......,....---------------1 
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which are Loops as distinguished fron: Whorls - Loops including 
Arches, Tented Arches, RADIAI~ and ULN'AR Loops-; Arches, RADIAL 
and ULNAR Loops rna" occur in one or both index finge'!"'s in nine 
combinations, and when they occur the~r provide for the formation 
of nine subclasses. The letters arranged horizontally refer 
to the right, those vertically t:o the lef.f: index. 
A R U 
A 
R 
u 
A Unde~ subclass A will be found accumulated the slips 
with an Arch in both index fingers; 
.A 
under -, +hose with an 
R 
Arch in the right and RADIAL r.oop in the left index. Sin:ilB.rly 
there are subcal ssos :1 
R . R R u u u ' . . t 
.. 
" . • l 
A R u A R u 
these nine subclasses representing the nine con:binations. 
A 
In subclass -, as Arches may occur in one, two , 
A 
\' 
three, four, or five fingers, the number of groups created by 
utilising them may be as follows: 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 ~ 4 !i 
-· TA - - - a A - - -
-· :A a 
-
- -
a A a 
- -
!!"' A 
-
a 
-
a A 
-
a 
--
-
A;, II - - a 
-
A.'" a a 
-
a A 
- -
a 
a A a a,~ 
-
.... A a 
-
a a A a 
-
a 
.. A 
-
a a·. a A 
- a a 
~ A a a a . .~. a A a a a 
where 1 denotes the position of the t.hamb, 2 of the index, 
3 of tht;~, middle, 4 of the ring, and 5 of the little finger. 
"I'bere will be a 1 ike number of g~4oup3 for the fingers of the 
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other hand, ~~d, ~s both hands are utilised in splitting up 
subclasses, the total number that. may be created b~r this device 
is 16 times 16 - 256. An equal 11umber of groups vrill bo (· ·u 
c~eated by the occurence of RADIAL Loops in both hands, or of 
RADIAL Loops im one and arches in the other. In subclasses 
A A R ;. R; 256 such groups can he made. 
A R A R 
As this is a number in excess of requirements,, a 
smaller number are empl~yed, formed upon deciding ilhether there 
are one, two, or three Arches to .the .. right of the index or 
FULCRUM. . :These groups are A; . aA;. Aa; .. aAa; A2a; aA~a; 
A3a; aA3a; they are arranged:amongst themselves in the above 
order. ·.· .'J'his subs~i tutes 6~ for the possible 256 groups. 
- . " . \ ' ~ 
When rented :Arches take .the place, or Arches, the'' are placed 
below the slips containing·Arches to the same number. When 
RADIAL Loops occur they.are disposed"bolow the groups containi~ 
the same numbe1· of Arches and Tented Arches. 
In subclasses A R, the numerators provide 16 com-
. tt ii . 
binations and the denominators a number of combinations formed 
by ridge COUNTING. 
In subclass U, although both index fingers are ULUAR 
u 
r4oops, Arches or RADIALS may occur in the remaining d igi +:s. 
u This subclass splits into two, the first denoted as 
U-1 e t tered; 
aU 
of which instances are --U 
u 
--; 
aU 
Ua 
-u' etc., the term "lettered~ 
referring to the appearance on e 1 ther. side of numerator or 11 
denominator of the lettors a, r, ·or t. The other subclass is 
-unlettered-. 
i: 
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SUBDIVISION BY RIDGB COIDTTIHG.- These methods o8 r- :e 
selection for the s~parates subclasses leave the residuum under 
u subclass a in which all the impressions are ULUAR Loops. The, 
number or ridges which intervene between the "inner" and "ou+e~ 
termini can, with the aid of a reading glass and a pointer, be 
counted correctly. Trials made with many thousands of im-
pressions, which have from one ~o nine ridges between the·inner 
. . 
and •outer terminus"- both these fixed ~oints , being exclud-
ed from count- ·equals the numb or of· impt•e ssions with ten or 
more than ten ridges. In the middle finger, the number 
1Il0f01 00 
with from one to ten ridges equal the number 10 
OI with eleven or more. 
11 .• 
00 I and the higher 1 imit 
CalliO the 1 ower 1 imi t 
o, tak1ng both index and 
middle finger of each hand, the number of urrungemeuts possible 
[r.. 
may tus be set out, the letters horizontally placed referring 
1\ 
to the right index and middle, those vertically to the i~dex 
und middle of the left hand. This represents 16 groups: 
II; 10; 01; 00; II; IO; 01; 00; I I; 10; 01; OO;II 
II II II 11 IO 10 10 10 01 01 OI 01 00 
10 01 00 
. 
• 
00 00 00 
The advantage of this method is that in most in-
stances 1 t is possible to determine on v lew whe t.he1• the ridge 
COUNTS fall wi~hin the lower or upper limit. 
• 
r· ,r" ........... ,. -
' ' 
,, -~ l ~ P,A R T ,1' 1 1 
' 
i 
j ~;R '~ 1 N H 'Ill R I T A N c 'Ill of F I JoT G p R I N T s. 
6':1, 
• ,i 
.J. 
7Z. 
LI'mRA'i'UR"J;J.- On the subjectr~~o:r the tran& 
mission of finger marks by descent.there has been no definite' 
conclusion reached as yet. Soma of those who have written 
on finger prints affirm that they are- inherited,· others asset 
the direct contrary • 
Henry Faulds.~dmirably sums up the modern views upon this 
. . . 
subject as follows: " The subject of heredity is hardly yet 
·ripe for scl$ntific treatment in this connection, nor would 
this be the place for such a discussion. Likenesses of the 
prints of children to those of tho parents are often striking, 
but while close resemblances occur in the general trend of 
. the 1 i,n&ations, and often marked correspondence in a genaral 
way, of finger with finger, yet the evidence of individual 
differences in detail and.in measurement, is usually quite 
secure. I have not yet encountered a case of heredit~ 
which would present any practical difficulty in the ordinary 
' \ ' ' ,' .f. • ... "' ' '.; t •' If > 
identification of. old offenders. The patterns of son and 
r, I .,.• 
sire might, indeed, be strikingly similar at first sight, but 
when particular ridges or furrows were -~arefully follovTed up 
each by ee~ch, the·two individual patterns were seen to di-
verge, just as the points and sidings at similar stations on 
the same railway system would be found to present variety of 
detail." 
In an interview with Mr Gustafferson, who is at the 
head of the Pinger~print. Departmei1t of the Ma·~sachusetts 
Crimf!:inal Bureau, Pemberton Square, Boston·, He stated that 
as far as he knew Galton has been ·the.only investigator, 
who dealt with the matter on a large'scale. In regard to 
his own personal experience in the Finger-print Department, 
he stated_ that neither he nor his subordinates ~ad ever found 
any two finger prints which were identical, either among 
brothers, cousins, or twins. 
After a thorough inves~igation ,of many prints 
Galton was convinced of the reality of an hereditary tendency. 
ln order to test out this belief he studied th~o ~l~~~~risthfif 
} 
' \ . 
'. 
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a hund1•ed or more families paying particular attention to the 
the. t'ollowing relationships:- Filial Rllllation. Fraternal Re .. 
lation, and Regression •. ~n·studying the relationships be-·~ 
tween twins, he investigated the patterns of seventeen sets 
.. 
of t\vins. 
rrl). ,, : B~fore .. ~onside:ring the .results of this investigation it 
might be well. to examine some of the .salient. features of 
inheritance., .. There are various definit-ions d' Heredity, but 
• .'l" , • 
defined in brief: - Heredity is t,he~organic relat-ion he+.ween 
'' . '
successive generations. It is a truism that like teuds to 
beget like. Heredity consists of more than a ba~·e relation-
ship between parent and child,· but" 1 t includes that which· con .. 
' ' ., . ' ~ 
''' 
uec ts ·children of the .same .parents. . ~ T_~o C:::<rnun·o~~ton b'et.ween 
fraternal and ,the filial: .relat!~ons t..t:~· to a great extent 
interdependent •. ~ , Gal ton stated· tha"t a· simple algebraical 
equation must exist~ that .connec+s toeether .the· three elenx:e?ts 
So far as Regression may b~ treated as_ being constant in.valu~j 
the Pilial and Fraternal relations become reciprocally con~ 
nected. 
'I ·: .. , '"'• ~ 
Modern advance in the knowledge of He;·eclity'·has' ·been 
almost .wholly due to the application. of the l.fmNDW.LIAN Law, 
which is the law of the PURITY OF TH'Ii] Gli]RM Cli]LLS.O:lo+ing from 
the exumpJ.e given b;r·Dr· A. W. We·rsse· in his textbook on Zoo-
logy:- " r~et us take two anin:als of the san:e s11ecies , which 
differ in some one striking characteristic, such as color in 
the graymouse and .the albino, white mouse; crossed with one 
another they will produce offspring all of which will be gray, 
ile.uce tne grC::Ly cnaracteristic is said to be t!omminant " the 
white" recessive". Now the germ cells which these gra~.r 
mice or the second generation produce will bear the gray 
.6;·· characteristic or +:he \Vhi te, and the two in equal numbers, bu+ 
-
no no germ-cells will have butn characteristics; this is the 
principle uf'tile };lurity of the germ.:cells·and we see its 
effect fn the; next generation; for the gray mice of +he second 
generation, when bred with one another, ~ 11 give rise to the 
- . . 
+.bird generation which will consist of both gray mice and 
.. ~ .. 
--·-- -·-l 
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white mice in the proportion of thr·ee to one. These whi to 
mice, 'l.f bred to together, wil ~ p·roduce only whi .. e ogfspring_ 
for all subsequent generations. ·These gray mice, although 
all apparently alike, are really of two kinds; one third will 
~ ,, 
produce only gray mice forever, but .the other two..:.thirds are -
precisely like the gray mice of the second generation, and· 
1 ike them pt•oduce both gray and white offspring in the pro-
portion or.: three to tane. The reason for this is simple 
. . 
The gray mice of the second generation possess germ-c~lls, haf 
half of which have gray characteristics and half white, - to 
represent it graphically, G+W; .the crossing of two such in-
dividuals affords the following possible combinati6ns,: G G 
. . 
+ 2 GW +' WW. The combination.GG will nat.urally'be gray 
and can only produce gray offspring; the .same law is true for 
the combination WW; but in the combination GW, the W is 
recessive as we sail in the 'second generation, ·and hence these 
mice will all be gray, but.will produce gray and whi~e orr.:. 
. '. 
spring in the proportion of .,three to one; since in +he com-
. '; 
bination GW the W is r~cessi~e, 1 t 1~ 'best·written G- w~.·. 'l'he'. · \ 
. . . ~ - . . '.,.. ·~ . : 
whole ma tt.er may. be graphically represented 'as fol) ows: 
G 
~ G --------0---------G-----ad infinitum. 
G-W- ----R-G-W----'----2 'GL:· etc. ~ --------W ------~~--- ad infinitum.• w 
In his investigations upon tho sub,ject of inheritance 
Galton found that there 
tween patterns of brothers and sisters, this similarity much 
more pronounced in the case ot twins- especiuliy.those of-the 
same sex-. Gal ton concludes :room· the results which he ob-
.. ' . - . 
tained that there IS A D-mC1Dli1D TBNDBNCY TO HBRTi!DlTARY TRANS-
.. ·-- ~'- ~----. .,. : V"". :! . ... 1 
MISSION, but the number. of his ·case~ :-,was. too f~w to jus +i,fy 
) 
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Table I. 
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Table II. 
Right Hand Lett Hand 
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Table III. 
Right Hand Left Hand 
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Table IV. 
Right Hand , Left Hand 
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Table V 
Right Hand 
·Left Hand 
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l . -Name R.T R.I R.M R .F R.L L.T L. I L.M L.t? I ... L 
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Pig. 49.-A. Tho Palmer Twins. 
A. Elmer D/Palmer. 
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Fig. 49.- The Palmer Twins. 
B. mlwin T.Prumer • 
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Fig. 50.- The Peterson Twins. 
A.- N.P Peterson • 
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Fig. 50.-. The Pe~erson Twins. 
B.-R.H. Peterson 
• 
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Pig. 51 .-Tho Elliott Twins. 
A.- Miss E~ ~lliott. 
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Fig. 51.- Tlie 'Elliott 'l'witls. 
B.- Miss M. ~lliott. 
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quantitative conclusions. Mr Collins suggested to Galton 
that there was a decided p1•eponderance of materna1 influence 
in the hereditary transmission of finger p~ints, but ao ya~ 
there have been no suppor+ing fac+s to +hat conclusion. 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
as· 
tn order to establish and forreulate new truths and 
definite luws ln such a phase of Biology as Heredity, great masses 
of data and information must be accumulated which deal wtt.h the 
quest Lon under cons lderation ft•om every possible aspect. 'F.Jven 
after some new and great truth has been discovered and clothed 
in the form of a law such as the Mendel ian law, which ~~; now 
s~rves as a nucleus around which all the known facts of Herad tty 
and Genetics cluster, such a law,_al .. hough apparenf:ly sound and 
and reliable , Ls by no moans Lnfallihlo. Thus to take the 
c onere te example of Mendel's 1 aw, wh f.ch is reall :r one of +he 
most wonderful discoveries in Modern Biology. This law when 
tested out by careful and consctontlous lnvestlgators is found 
t'o abound Ln except tons. Bu+ in the forma tlon of a general 
rule which Ls to be a working hypothesis for a new field of 
study these vurlous dlscrepancles and apparent deviations from 
the normal must be ·ignored. 
Thus +o state deflnf.+ely, beyond •he shadow of a 
doubt that "'he patterns found on flnger-ttps·are inhat•ited 
would requlre the examlntng of at least 500 famllles. Vllth this 
number of units to work wi~h, by studying +he various relation-
ahips, ouch as tho Flllal, Fraternal etc., lt wopld be possible 
to der tva and formulate some spec lf ic 1 aws wh Lch could be appJ led 
universally, 
To go a step further, and ~o attempt to show or state 
that uendel' s Law of " Rec~ss tve tr Dom lnant" holds true or does 
not,would require in addition of from 500 to rooo famllles, 
the exam ln lug of the graud-purents on both slde s of the farr ll y. 
por to apply Mendol•s L&w to the transmlsoton of a glve~ unlt-
character, the followtng unlts are absolutely essenttal:-1. the father and mother of both parents; next the grand-chlldren, 
and lf possible their children. 
rn the prusu 1 t of this part lcul ar 1 lne of research there 
are several obst.acles to be consldered. rn the ftrst place 
there ls the quest Lon of t Lme, for +he actual secur tug of the 
requlsltes number of prints would at the best take fron:: one to 
7777 7775r: mz P753F 'Z l5 . 
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three years. The time reqnlred for the actual examtnatlon must 
alsb be taken into account. 
The next and most tmpor+ant i.mped tment is the actual 
. . 
taktng of the prints, whtch requlre considerable technical sklll. 
tn order to apply ,.!endel•s Law, tt Ls necessary to collec+: 
soveul members from a family; to examine tho Filial relation-
ohlp, the parents and at least one child are necessary, and if 
possible two; ·to observe the fra+ernal· correspondence, if any. 
The actual process of the securing of a finger irr.pres-
ston ts in itself the greatest obstacle, for it tnvolves the 
sc:ear lng of the digits ln pr inter• s- ink, which causes cons Lderab le 
ln convenlenco. Thls difficulty although of apparently trifling:~. 
nature proves to be a real one when lt becomes necessary to reqnes .. 
prints from a group of strangers. tt. Ls even difficult to sgcure 
good prints from frelnds for this slight. reason alone. 
Then again lt is often difficult to secure the membe.,.s 
of a given famlly at: one t.tmo, and two or three ,journeys are necessary 
wh lch con~ume t lme. 
There are several oth~r inconv Lances and d Lfficul t Les 
attending the collection of patterns which cause no small trouble. 
'J'he:·obsorvatlons and deductLons in this section are 
based upon impressions taken from members in some thirty odd families 
owing to several drtfficultLes the working n:a~erta.1 ts rather meagre, 
but suffices for falrly definite data, 
The impressions ob~ained are arranged in tabular form, 
and class lf led. pollowlng these tables are the prints ·of the three 
• sets of twins wh Lch were secured. 
When comparing the impressions of t.he first few groups, 
whenever the ulnar LOOp occur more than once on ~he same dtglt, the 
ridges were counted and tho result printed Ln above the classlflcatl 
. 
The differences Ln sex uro represented by: + referrlne ~o male, and 
- t.o the female member of the group, +.he parents are i.nd lea ted l1~r ·add 
7577 7 r· • 
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:ur. or Mrs. to +.J1e namos , respectively. 
Befot•e COllS lder lllg thE:! oe<luct ions here der Lved l t 
might first be well to examine the pat ... erus secured paying 
part lcul ar a+. +ent ton t0 ~he l'ol<' t i ve froqvoncy of the d tfforont 
types. ,.hon tf the results obta lned are sin= il nr to +.}lose cOil!-
putod b:t Gc..l ton and othe~ !.nvest ~gltt.ors vc are just tfi.N1 ttl e.e-
sumung that our patterns uudeP c()nsideration are typlcul und 
therefore ;·;hu tever deduct tons are urr i ved a~ vr tl 1 be valid. 
The 1·uJ. at l ve frequency of the vu.r Loua types of pat te1·ns 
as deternlned Ls hs ~oJ.J.C>YFs: 
I. Galton stated the proportion as. 
Total-[00.0 
2. The ratio as determlne<l by modern ln-
vestigators ls.-
A-54 ;a 
L-6o:< 
W&C-35% 1• 
Total-roo.o 
I. uur results are.~ 
L-or. 7 % L-500-
VI-£85-_ 
A .. £25_-. 
or as a ratlo.- W-22.8 f!. 
A ... £5 .4 % 
Upon comparing the determlnai:lous with those tabulated 
under r and 2, we see that -t:he tables agree as to the order ·ln 
which the patt.erns predominate:- The LOOps being most nu~erous, 
W next, and Arches last. au+. upon exa~lning the proporttons 
in wh lch the pat terns occur they are seen to d lffer. Bu~ this 
deviation is only natrual and to be expected, and may be explained 
~.,=ra.•rn .... az•-•?scr~.a.•r•r•r•rs•: .. z._._., •. D' ... EVBB"E•-•=a-............... czJ•· ................ __________________ __ 
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as follows: 
I. Blometry, the sclance dealing wlth statistical r::(_;··}~ 
methods as applied to Biology, is the only means by which 
variations and fl uc tua t ions from the normal can be stud led. But 
even Biometry, although a branch of science concerned directly 
with MathmetLcal detf!rrnlnutions, is at its best but approximate 
and uncertain, and its rules by no means infa~lible. Thus 
values and thei.Jr tables obtained frol1! different groups of ln-
dividuals wi.ll be found to fluctuate in varl"lng degrees from the 
theoretical mean. 
Thus we see that even the determinations as recorded 
by Galton-r- , who was one of the ~ost eminent of the Biometriaans 
and those of the modern investigators disagree in +heir actual 
numerical proportion. 
2. Again ou~ deviation, lhf apparentl}' , ll!ay be ex-
plalned when we consider the working ma+e~ial. '!'hus Galton 
and others drew their dete~inatlons frol1! say ~he examina~Lon of 
rooo- ro,ooo lndlvf.duals and thus ob+af.nAd more nearly accurate 
res~lts, as stattstf.cal methods ln Biology necessitate extensive 
data. On the other hand our results are merel~,r draVln from a 
hundred or more characters, and the fact +:hat they compare 
favourably wlth those of others indicates that the other 
Dll1DUCT£0IlS AND CONCULS(OJ.TS WILL Bl<J S0UND A'HD R1<1L!ABLE. 
3. rr the patterns are inherited to any extent ·:Je 
should expect thut the :relative frequency of the patterns would 
be altered to some extent. 
Upon considering now the chief conclnsions obtained 
from the anal :1s is of our data, our f lrst and b~, far t:he most 
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important deduction ls that the patterns ure inherited to a 
greater or lesse1· extent, and that the resemblance .ln famllles 
ts much moro marked thun among lndtviduuls at large. 
'J'hls concluslon can be subst.anf"lai-ed by the exan:lnatlon 
of +he ~ables- Pages 76 to 8£-. Let us consmder the cases of 
a few families taken at random, beginning flrst with that of the 
Bllllngs. Here there are only two units present, the mother 
and daught13r. .,.,he patterns her·e consist not: merely of r,oops, 
but all are L.L., wl~h the exception of a stngle devtatton in 
the L.r. ulle1·e a R.L. occu1~s Ln the child, but even he2·e · 
the nature of the patterr1 ts t:he same, that of a r,oop. 
Thus the patterns are strikingly slmllar and apparently 
are nearly identical- see r , pages~,-. nut when vtlewed 
I 
through a lens the Loops are found to differ ln ~he number of 
thelr component. ridges, respectively. Thus , for example, the 
Loop of the R. T. of the mother ls d ts t lngu Lshed by possess tng 
tB ridge counts, whlle the corresponding diglt of the daughter 
contulns t2 etc. 
'J"urnllng now to the next famtl~·, -t-hat: of +he Blacket:ts, 
we have he'l'"e the patterns of t.he parents and of several child-
ron, rn the case of the fathe1· we see thut the AR(}HDS pre-
dominate, whiJe those of ~he mothe14 consist chiefly of U.L. 
Vle come next ~o the patterns of vr.c.B.- Here tho ma,jorLty 
are LOOps, wLth one C.P., thus corresponding with those of ~he 
mother. The two nottceable dovLatlnns occur Ln the R.T. and 
R.R. where tha pat.torns are Ws, und these ~ro found Ln nelther 
parent. 
'J'he following impressions are those of S.Vl.B.- That of 
~-, .. \',, 
I j' 
' 
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the R.T. ls an•U.L •. wlth 5 ridge counts t.hus resembl i.t~g that of 
the father, '\ihlch has2, whLle that of the mother has ro ridge 
counts; in the nex:t di.glt we fi.nd an arch, whi.ch also occurs ln 
the corresponding diglt of the father; Ln the R.u. an U.L. is 
present which probably corresponds wlth that of the mothe1·; in 
the R.R. we rtnd the A again resembling that of the father; tn 
the R.L. an U.L., slmUar to that of the mother. rn the left 
hand all the diglts are those of As., and thus are similar to 
those of the left hand of the father. 
upon considering the case of the next member, G.H.B., 
-
1 as t ruon::bor of this group, the U .L. of the R. T. ls neure st th;; t 
of the mothor as it contains P Ridge counts. Tho A on the R.t. 
goes back to that of the father; the next five and then ~he last 
dlglts are loops stml~ar to those of the mother, whlle the in-
tervening two, the L.M. and L.R. are As as tn ~he father. 
As the1·e are £8 rJoops of vartous klnds amcbng the 
chlldren ln,t:htn gro11p und but. tO Arches, the MAT'111RNAL influence 
predom lnates here.'·' 
Thus Ln thts group ~ pat .. erns of all the ch lldr~n ""~nd 
either to res~mhle those of tho father or the mother, with but 
two dev La t tons, where 2 VTs are found. '!'he so Ws a1·e prcbabl y 
" recessive" unlt characters and rofer back to one of +he 
grantl-parents. 
J.Jet us now considet• ano~hor group chosen at random, say 
that Of tho Curl SOilS. He ~e ln then fa thor all Of the .lrupress lons 
are ws, w l th the -excep~. ton of a C. p. found on the R .H. !n 
the case of the mother, there are 5 Ws and 5! u I 
. ~s, • ,, present. [n 
thelr three chl.ldren the R.r. und R.T. are ALL ws. ·- . 
I ':~ ..... ,
• 
Table of patterns referred to in thts soctlun. 
I,- The B llllngs Pam U y.-
A. Mrs. B.~ro u.toopo. 
B. M. B.-9U.Loops and t R.L • 
I [.The Blackett Fam ll ;,r.-
A.-Mr.B .... 9 Arches and oner:·U .L. 
B.-~lrs.B.-6 U.Loops and one C.P. 
c .... w.c.-2 Whorls; 6 U.Loops; 2 C.P. D.-s.w.- 3 U.Loops; 7 Arches. 
E.-G.H.B.-6U.Loops; 3 Arches; [ R.L 
[[[. The carlson Pamlly.-
A.-Hr .C.-9Whorls; I C.P. 
B.-~n·s.C.-5Vlhot•1s; 3U.Loops; I R.L.&IC.P. 
C.-'El.C.2 Whorls; 7 C.P_! [ U.I.J. 
n ... n.g.-H Whorls; 4 u LOOps. 
E.-TJ.e.-u Whorls, , 4U.1 ... oops t.~ r C.P. 
rv. The Rogers Famtly.-
DR .R.- ro vn1ot·l s; 
B. -Mrs .R.- 4U .Loops;· 6 Who1·1s·. 
C.-B.R.-8 V~orls; I U.L; r C.P. 
Taking the Print of E. C. we find that there are 7 C.P. 
loops and 1 n. 2 while inN. c. besides the 2 W already 
mentioned there are 4 more and the remaining are u. 2 
Again in the daughter there are 5 ~~~. 4 U. 2 and lC. P. 
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Thus in this group we see that there is not a single 
deviat1on in patterns from those of the parents. Insomuch 
as w.:Jare found in both parents it is difficult to ascertain 
whether the maternal or paternal influence predominates. 
Since we have now examined cases where there were 
'7 
the on parent and one child, cases where there were several 
ghildren and both parents; we will now consider the patterns 
where both parents and one child are present, as for inst-
ance the case of the ftqr~~f7~-8I. 
~-.... ' ~ .... 1 
There all of the patterns of the father are W. 
and in those of the mother 6\7 and 4 U. 2. 
of the child contain 8 \1 and 2 L. 
The patterns 
Here again the patterns have a definite family· 
• 
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resemblance. Thus as these families hitherto considered 
were taken at random from our data, and give typical re-
sults, we can safely assume that there.is a resemblance 
betv:een patterns of a given group or family again that is 
similarity is quite pronunced. 
We now naturally raise the question, ''But is this 
resemblance he.redi tary; can it not be assumed between in-
dividuals at large?" 
To answer these questions we come to the laws 
of probability and chance, here we come again to the question 
of the probature significance of 2 similar F. P. already 
threshed out by Galton, Page and later in his work in 
a .B:ibm.e::till:waliscussion he shows conclusively how slight 
the chances are of a close resemblance between individuals 
chosen at random. 
For that matter we can pick out say 4 or 5 indi-
viduals some of our own collection and compare the~r pat-
terns and we find there to be a great diversity and but 
little or no actual resemblance. 
Another question now rises, namely how far does 
this family resemblance or heredity go? Are any of the 
tra.nsmi tted patterns identical in every respect with those 
of the parent? Our answer derived from material on hand 
is no, the prints even in the case of the closest twins 
are not absolutely identical, although to the unaided eye 
they appear so. With the use of a lens of moderate power 
slight variations in the ridge characteristics, ridee counts 
etc, are easily noted. 
Upon comparison our deductions upon the familhy 
!_. 
I 
resemblance with those of Galton they are found to agree, 
for the ultimate conclusion that the patterns are trans-
mitted is the same • 
The next logical subject which arises is thatof 
the relative influence of the parents in transmitting 
patterns. According to Galton the maternal influence 
predominates. As far as the data on hand is concerned the 
prepondance is found tofluctuate first to one and then to 
the other and sometimes neither. 
Then as to the question whether the Fraternal 
.. 
resemblance is closer than that of the Filial we are justi-
fied, in stating that there is no apparent differer1ce. 
Thus although we may Bind a pair of twins whose patterns 
? 
are almost identical, we can· just as close resemblances 
between father and son or mother and daughter, etc. 
Upon turning back to Galton's statements upon this 
aspect we find that he asserted that the relationships were 
reciprocally connected with one another. 
To assume that the :MentleiTt&h princ~ple holds in 
the transmission of finger patterns it is essential if poss-
ible to find some patterns which are "dominant" and others 
which are "recessive". Upnn referring again to the tables 
and in specific to the case of g. C. Blackett whose R. T. 
and R. R are W. the presence of these 2 W nov1here else founs 
upon the patterns of the family, may be e·:<plainer1 by as sum-
ing that t11e W here is one of the Mendels Unit· Characters 
c a Recessive~ and goes back to one of ~he grandparents. 
Again on page 77 in the case of rr. G. Dawson we find 
• 
• 
9"! 
several Arches, which insomuch as there are no Arches in the 
parents, must be Recessive and refer back again to the Grand-
parents. 
Somuch then for the Recession aspect of I.MerldiH~ir­
ism and now~if we can find any of the so-called"Dominants", 
we are fa.ir1y justified in stating that the !MG~IidEhl..~a- law 
holds. 
The most conspicious ca8es of Dominants noticed are 
those of theW. most noticeable in the Family of Carlsons, 
page 76, Here the R. s. and R. I. in both parents are W. 
and so the R. s. and R. I. in the children should be W. as 
wel·find to be the case. Further inasmuch as theW. tend to pred 
omin.r· te in both parents, we shoula. expect to find that t tihe 
number of patterns in the children to be W. whi§h is the case 
For'there are 13 Wand 16 L. The fact that there are 3 more 
L is to be explained by the relative Frequency of patterns for 
when~- both L and \'/ are present as is the case, the L will pred-
ominate. 
Taking one more example let us look at the case of 
the H. Family- p78- here all of the patterns of the parents 
are L. with the exception of one W. found on the L. R. finger 
of the father. There as to be expected~tof the patterns of 
the ch~1d are Land the fact that the rest are\'!. is clue to 
the presence t of the fathers influence and t to the influence 
of the Grandfather. 
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SUUUARY OF. DmDUC'!'(OllS.- ( /; 
~. ·- Suff Lc tent · resemblance was found to 
justify the conclusion that the pattet·ns present on +-he ftnger--
t ipa are Lnher.i. ted, and that. the resemblance be +ween the pa+ terns 
of u given fami.ly is·::nmch more marked· than between tndlvlduals 
chosen at random. 
The patterns lnherlted resemble those of the parent 
very closely, but though aften apparent] y ldent leal, upon 
m Lcroscoplc examntat ton they are found ~o d lffer wlth respect t.o 
their ridge counts, characteristics etc. 
The data on hand furnishes enough examples of "domln -
ants",& " recessives " to support the deductlon that a 
pattern Ls one of the no-called "unit- characters" ofMendell 
As to the questton of the Lnfluence or the parenis ~ 
transmitting a glvon pattern, ~hatJ:O~ neLther parent can be 
sald to predominate. While in the case of t.he relative re-
semblance ln the Filial relation-ship as compareddwlth that. 
of the Fraternal they are found to be interdependent and 
may be reciprocally connected. 
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PART 1, A LIST OJt' THl'J BOOKS Dt.JALING Wl TH :B'lNG8R PRINTS. 
I. lrori:s 1 by S±t!:Frltnces Gal.ton: 
A, "j='Finger Prints". -1892- !.~:·~c:. ·: .~ .1 ·_ Gt}. 
B .• " Decipherment of Bl ur:·ed Finger Prints~ -1893-
C." Fingerprint Directories". -1895-
PUBLI SHJ;JR. ~.tacm i1 Jan and Co. · 
II. In his work " FingerP~Prints" Galton gives a translation 
of an article taken from a Universi t.~,r Thesis. This 
Thesis which was written by Purke.uje in 1823 hus the 
following title: " Commentatio de ~xamine physiologico 
organ! visus et systemntis cu~unei quam pro Joco in 
grutioso n:edicorum o1•dine 1·ite obtinaudo die Dec. 22,182~ 
H.X.L.C, publica defendit Johannes EvaOgelista Purkonje, 
doctor, Phys. ot Path, 
III. In 1883 " Mark Twain" published his " Life on the 
Mississippi", which contains a story of an identificat-
ion by means o1' a thumb-pri11t 1 on a system supposed to 
be invented by a French prison doctor. 
IV. Jn 1894 " Mark Twain" in his " Pudd'n-head Wilson" made 
the.Finger-print me•hod much clearer und more intcrestiag 
v. 
Vl. 
Vll. 
In 1900 Sir. liJ.H. Henry published a wo:.!k entitled" 
Classification and Uses of Finger Prints."- '!"he edi~ion 
used is the ~onr~H~ 
PUBLlSHl!!R._":'._ __ ~yMA'N' and SONS, 
54 St. "ary s• .... ee •, 
Cardiff, 
" ~f.!.tda~:tn':·Ptoger!:!Pt"ifit 'fd€)n tif ibd ti6n'' j by•tteh:ry;'-Frlu!ds j•r-
th>': .. ,PUBLl.;nrER~-:- l~Wo~a,,!litcllell tc Co, oriel Works, 
· Park Street,_ London. 
1905, 
" Ar1·ungen:ent a:· ~!ns~r. Pr.~nts, t:denA-L-flcatt,en?-~ 1 ~nd 'J'hel~ 
uses," BY F.A. Brayley.-!9!0-
Worcester ~ross Co, 
V[!(." Flnger-Prtnt Photography", BY o, f'lrom7!ell, -!!l07, 
lfJllloi: Stock, 62 Pat.ern'oste~ Row. 
[X," Finger Print. Classlflcat.lon " 
Tilngland• 
B~r Lee Se~'ll:our. -!P(3. 
Seymour Co, Los Angeles, · 
Cal. 
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BCBLCOGRAPHY. Conttnued. 
PART ! (. smn~ OF THE MORm CMPOR'!'ANT PBIHOD[CAL AR'rfCLES 
D~SCRCBCNG FCNGBR PRCNTS. 
Articles by Slr F. Galton.-
[," 'Personal (deut lf lea t ton". -Jout·nal Royal rns t. 25th May 
£888, and nature, 2B+h June. !888-
2. "patt.erns Ln 'fhumb and Finger Marks". Phll. 'J'rans. 
RO~Tal soctety, Vol. CT,XX'X:ll,-(8P(- l.pp !-23. 
3. " ~!ethod of (ndexlng Flnget• :MaJ·ks". - p~·oc. Royal 
SOCLOty, Vol. ~L[Y- [89[. 
4. " tdentlficution b:r l~iuger Tips". 
century, August, {89 [ -
- lHneteen~h 
rr. The followtng Acconnt.s were r•1lhllf;ned between [897-
£902. 
"Ftnger-prlnts u.s,'FJvl.dence of 'Po:~sonuJ [dou~ tt;'", B~' 
R. ~ydekker. Knowl. 24:.t;6P. 
" Plnger-prints an Ald of. [del,ltlflcation of Crirr.lnals."- HP.U 
HeiJlg- fdler, 22; 38:3; ~pe~. 89:393.:. ~cl. M,!40; 254-r,iv •. 
Age, 235: 8[5.- Ltv. Age, 25[:698.- ~~Mttbhell- Worjd ~o.:.Day, 
~: [000. 
" An Anc Lent Read lng Of F i.nger Pr lnts. -L. T?Ob lnson. ,Ho • 
.An:orlcan (80:727. 
r r r. ru £9 r r:-
I." crime and Flnger-p~Lnts". F.~.'..White ll. Harp. VT.55: 
2, "rrtstor~r of thet::- fTse for nersonal (dent.lflcat.ton" 
H, Faulds. Ll. ~cl, Am, S.72:326-7.N.rB •. 
~. N'ew Mlnntu~e pro,jectlon Apparatus suttable for J,egal 
Photograp~y. Scl. Am. (05:209, S.2. 
4. "'NO Two Finger Prints A1 Lka". ScL AJn. £05: (66. Ag. [9 
rv. rn £9 r2:-
[. "Afternoon w l t.h Bert lll on". K .~L nl ackford. l1. Ott+-
-~ -- ------------------------------------
, .• 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. Continued, 
look. ron: 424-A, F,24, 
2. " Exper-iment withTLny Pingo1·s". J ,T. Vll11 lams. t1. 
Survey., 28: ( £9 -20, Ap. 20. 
:3. "Finger-print tdenttflca.tlon tn Banks." Ll. I.tt. Digest 
45: 297-8. AS.24. 
4. "Reformation by Finger-prints". survey, 28:4ro-2. J'B.s·. 
5, "~inger-p~tnt Detection by Chemica) Means". ll. Set. Am.. 
(09: :367, 'H,8. 
v. rn . (9 r :3: -
[. "Finger-print mvidence ~ R,J. KOnnedy, Ll. Colliers. 
5[: 20-[, AG.2, 
2, "History of the Finger-print. System." B.Laufer. 11 .• · 
·-· \... 'I 
Sm l ths~on, Rept. £9 f2, '· 63[-52. 
'\ 
3. " Infallible Finger-print." A.B~ Reeve. Ll. Harp. W, 57: 
I9-20, Je.4. 
RliJT.AT rvm CMPORTAl~CE OF THE ABOV"B RliJFBRB"NCBS:- Of the above 
mentioned sources by far the most important for- bo+h a theorettc 
and prac+-tcal consideration of the snbjec 4 the works, of Str F. f'ld. 
Galton are of the most value. Of hts writinrn that~ entitled " P! 
F Lnger pr Lnts" is of the most value to t.he student. Apart 
frC?m Galtori,Henry•s "plnger-prtnt. Identlflcat.lon" gtves a 
standard method of classiflcatlon • The study of Finger-prints 
in relation to Crime Ls admirably and conclsely by o. cromwell. 
The remaining works and artlcles ma:·oJ~,r +reut different aspects 
chlefly fs·uru tht} sta.udpoint of their value for tdentification. 
